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This project, Generic Electronic Community System has been proposed for facilitate 
lhe rea l life community environment in more effect i ve way which comprised of some 
modules such as fon1111. message board, file sharing, photo gallery, testimonial, 
announcement and etc. People are able to gather in a ·'cyber space" to conduct 
discussion or interaction via Internet. 
A complete literature review and analysis on existing e-comrnunity system have been 
done to gain more va luable infonnation and knowledge about this project. 
Methodolohry and techniques used in the researches and developing system has 
discussed with emphasis on the chosen Waterfall model with Prototyping. 
M icroson Internet ln fonnation Services, SQL Server, ASP.NET and Microsofi 
Visual Studio.Net have been chosen as development tools and sofiware tools. 
Functional and non-functional requirement, hardware and software requirements of 
the project have been listed down in the project. 
M uch consideration have also been taken on the system design of the proposed 
ystcm which include architecture design, network design, process design database 
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I. l Introduction 
The traditional com munity refers to a location or place where people with common 
interests meet together to share experiences, to communicate, lo exchange knowledge, or 
collaboration. As people are present in the same location, they can meet easi ly to 
communicate and share experience. Conversely, how about people who are live in 
difference location or country where far away from each other? I low do they 
communicate and exchange knowledge? 
In the era of globalization, the concept of' "virlual" is becom ing a reality. Internet allows 
people lo exchange informat ion or messages with each others. Nowadays, the internet 
has increasingly become a learning arena to all the learners or students because it is not 
restricted by time nor location. 
Electronic-community is just like the physical community in real li fe, but the medium is 
"cyber space' '. People with common interest gather in this "cyber space" to share 
experiences, communicate, exchange knowledge, or collaboration virtually. 
1.2 Project O"crvicw 
l'l1c purpose of this project is proposing a new archi tecture of e-community after analyze 
the com en t1 onal c-community system. It aims to facilitate the real life community 









E-comm unity is a web-based communication tool that allows participants to exchange 
experience, knowledge and information; share inll.:rest and obtai ns emotional support 
and furthermore is to get to know each other better. 1:-community has the potential to 
provide an effective communication while overcoming the barriers of location and time. 
Since the beginning or Internet, people have been using online space to communicate. 
They interact a.nd collaborate to each other in this onl ine world as well as learning and 
enhance their knowledge. We can find a lot's of forum service in on line world as it is so 
popular. Increasing of forums give an opportunity to all learners and students a better 
way to gain knowledge and engage in teaming activities. 
People have enjoyed with many of activities through the online connection. First is 
socializing. People meet together, sharing joke, stories and build relationship. Second 
IS working together. People distributed work groups within company by using e-
community to build their team, keep in touch and investigate the problems together. 
Third is conducting discussion. People come and share information in issues and causes. 
Patients of a serious disease who wish to get useful information, safer, cheaper, 
comfortable and effective treatment is may be referred to community in this sense. 
At!sides c-community, telephone also known as a communication channel that can 
augment your life. No matter e-community or telephone, it is opined that both of those 
trend~ will continue to integrate people in their life. Thus, the outcome of this project 
Wtll be an application of e-community wi th the purpose integrating people with common 









1.3 tatement of Problems 
There arc many problems exist in current community in real world. The people of a 
community who arc living in difference place, they meet only occasionally at periodic 
events like conferences and seminars. They do not have more time and chance to share 
experience, exchange knowledge and ideas, as well as relationship development. They 
can only interact or communicate occasionally during that conferences and seminars. 
Even people who are living in same location, they know each other, but they seldom 
communicate to each other. They meet every morning and evening however their 
conversations only normal greeting or good morning and hello. They do not have 
common conversation topic so they never interact and communicate in depth. 
In a community, any announcements or events take a long time to reach the members. 
Announcement, notice and events can only inform to members through words of mouth. 
This communjcate vehicle is much wasting times and human resource. Moreover, any 
message which sends to member is take longer times if it is post manually. With 
electronic community, all these problems can be solved. 
1.4 Project Objectives 
/\ clear purpose and objective of this e-community system development must identify to 
give the author a head start in planning, designing, running and implement a successful 










The e-community system is suitable for use in vari<.:ty of occasions. The main purpose 
or developing this c-community is integrating people with common interest and with 
some shared element. They can exchange knowledge and information, share interest 
and get to know each other better. Members no longer need to arrange for face-to-face 
discuss ions. All basic discussions can be done online via thee-community system. The 
proposed e-community system enables the members to build relationship to the effect 
that they can learn from one another from time to time. To fulftll the requirement, 
below are the initial plans to implement in this c-community. 
1. To develop a Forum 
Online Forum takes place in a web-based community where participants post 
message to an electronic forum board. With this approach, the Forum operates 
asynchronously whereby messages are posted on a system, upon enter Forum 
feature, users are enable to respond to the new postings. 
ii. To develop a Message Board 
Online Message Board provides a place for user to post their messages and share 
the expertise, experiences and anecdotes. This feature allows a large blTOUp of 
people to take part in the same conversation. This is an informal discussion, 










iii. To develo11 a place to share files 
Files sharing take place in a web-based community where participants post 
electronic lites to share with other members. It gives changes to future learners 
and students a better way to enhance their knowledge. 
1.5 Project Scope 
The major goal of thee-community is to provide an effective communicate, interact and 
collective system to everyone. The targeted users will be the internet users who are 
interested to join this e-community. Every member need to register a username and 
password in order to access the system. They can change their password anytime after 
they have register to the system. A simple and an attractive user interface wi ll be 
adopted whenever users need to post or retrieve message, add file, upload photos to this 
e-community. Thee-community wi ll cover the following areas: 
1. Forum 
Users can talk about anything and everything under the sky as they are not limit 
to the categories or discussion topic. 
ii. Message Board 
A large group or users can take part in the same conversation. It is an infonnal 










iii. Mail Box 
Administrator may send mai l to member. This useful function let users keep up 
to date on events or community. Users also may send private message to another. 
tv. File Sharing 
Users can upload any computer file to this e-community and share with other 
members. User can leave any comment to the computer file. 
v. Photo Gallery 
Users can store image file and share it with othcr members. User can leave any 
comment to the image file. 
vi. Announcement 
Users can view announcements in announcement area to get what is happening 
in thee-community. 
vii. Testimonial 
Users can share their experiences and understand about someone, and tell 
everyone what they think of someone. 
viii. Member List 
Users can icw all member lists. They can view member profile at any time by 










ix. Invite Friend 
Users arc enabling to e-mail automated invitation to their friends to join e-
community. 
1.6 Project Limitations 
There are several limitations in this e-community system and those limitations are listed 
as below: 
a) Only those invited members can join e-communily. 
b) Can only be used through network. 
c) Users need to sign up as a member be lore join c-comm unity. 
d) Users need to log in as an authorized user before they can apply the features. 
l.7 Expected Outcome 
E-community system should achieve the following outcome: 
a) A system that provides users to post messages and share interest, knowledge, 
expertise, experiences or anecdotes with other users. 
b) A system that provides users to upload computer file and photos to share with 
other members. 
c) /\ system that provides the administrator access to the system for managing the 
whole community. They can manage the database with access all the records for 
maintenance purpose. 











e) System able to ensure only authorized user can access to the system. 
I) J\ system provides a user friendly interface for the users who arc not so fr1m iliar 
with computer. 
g) J\11 information and data of system user wi ll be stored in database with secure. 
l.8 Project Schedule 
J\ schedule is essential in order to develop a system in smoothly where the development 
works are based on the time frame. In this section, Gantt chart is used for project 
planning and schedule based on the list of activities involved. Gantt chart is a schedule 
consists of start and fin ish times for each phase. These proportions of time need to be 
allocated to ensure the deadl ines for each phase. Below is a Gantt chart for the proposed 
e-community system. 
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1.9 Report Layout 






This chapter presents the introduction of e-community system which 
includes the project overview, project scope, project objective, project 
limitation and project schedule. 
Literature Review and Existing System Analysis 
This chapter reviews literatures researched in developing the project. 
Among the discussion topics arc Definition of Community, I listory of 
Community, The Internet, World Wide Web and Benefit of E-community. 
Besides, this chapter also includes researches and analysis on existing 
system. 
Methodology 
This chapter describes briefly about the process model of system. It 
emphasizes on the advantage of chosen project methodology as well as 
the reason of chosen this model. It also discusses the flow of model and 











Cha pter 6 
C ha11ter 7 
System Analysis 
This chapter describes the system analysis including functional 
requirements, non-functional requirements, hardware and software 
requirements of the project. Moreover it also discusses the chosen 
software tools and development tools. 
System Design 
This chapter discusses the design of the system which incl udes 
architecture design, network design, process design, database design and 
user interface design. 
System Implementation 
This chapter consists of the detai l explanation of the implementation 
phase. Besides, system coding, coding approach and coding style will be 
discussed here. 
System Testing 
This chapter wlll discuss about the testing phase. This is very important 
stage because testing is essential to assure quality of the system. It also 
assures system run smoothly. The objective of testing is to find system 



















E-community is an application that provides a fun and easy way to communicate, 
exchange infomiation, ideas and opinions with different groups of people. It allows 
different people on the internet to leave messages for each other and then reply. Users 
can work across companies, within a company, within a school, within an organization, 
or within a small work team. 
/\ careful planning is essentia l in order to ensure the success of a system development. 
Before developing this system, research has been done in several related areas to get 
useful information. The research is done th rough net surfing and reading the books. 
Besides, analysis on existing e-community system is important because can gain a better 
understanding of the strenf,rths and weaknesses, features and function of existing system. 
2.2 Definition of Community 
Community is a set of people living in a particular local area with some shared elements. 
(WordlQ, 2002) The shared elements varies and widely such as experience, stories, 
interest and values to lives. These shared elements enable the members of community to 
bui ld relat ionship to the effect that they can learn from one another from time to time. 
/\ccord1 ng to Word IQ encyclopedia, the origin of the word community comes from the 










Community literally means to give among each other. Community could be defined as a 
group of people who share gilis which they provide to all. (Word IQ, 2002) 
When there is a set or people who shared interest together, no matter economic, business 
or whatever, the people collectively might be called a community. Patients or a serious 
dist:asc who wish to get useful information, safer, cheaper, comfortable and effective 
treatment is may be referred to community in this sense. 
In other word, community is a group of people who interact with each other. The simple 
way to interact is by talking. I lowevcr, a virtual community is a group of people 
exchanging messages or other types or information by mobile phone or internet. 
People living in a small local area, such as a dormitory, neighborhood, district, region, 
settlement, town, city, is often called community. This is usually a mixture of shared-
interest and actual interaction. 
According to Word!Q encyclopedia a!,rain, an even narrower definition of community 
has to do with the nature of interaction. In community, interaction is informal and 
spontaneous rather than procedurally formalized, an end it itself rather than goal-
oricnted. It is relatively popular among social theorists, such as Max Weber, Emile 
Durkheim, George Simmel, to conceptualize the community in this way especially in 








Social theorist, Emile Durkheim ( 1964) who argued that if the State were the only 
organized structure, the individual would become detached and society would 
disintegrate. Durkheim said this: A nation can be maintained only if, between the State 
and the individual, there is intercalated a whole series of secondary groups near enough 
to the individuals to attract them strongly in their sphere of action and drag in this way, 
into the general social li fe. (Durkheim, 1964) 
In Malaysia, the examples of communities in society are Chinese Association, Jndian 
Association, MCA, MIC and UMNO and so on. The synonyms of community are 
colony, district, society, group, gang, party, band, fact ion, cluster, gather, fellowship and 
organization sodality. 
2.3 History of Community 
Long times ago, the communities in society have always been supported by whatever 
tools are available to their members. Before writing, the community range is very small, 
because the enabling communication vehicle was limited to the member's voice. They 
can only communicate by talking and chatting. Sometimes, body language also consider 
is a communication vehicle. Members shared their issues and concerns, triumphs and 
storied in person because that's all they had. 
Once wn ltng was developed, people continued to meet each other anywhere. By the 










experience, interest and sharing them with people. ll is beyond the sound of their voice 
and pattern of thei r body language. 
According to Socrates, writing would lead to the end of civilization because people 
didn ' t have to be amongst one another any more. With Guitenburg's printing press, 
more people were able to contribute to the communi ty and share their messages. Paul 
Revere's postal service became another tool, extending some communi ties wider and 
then there was the telephone, the car, the airplane, and the Internet. None of these tools 
has replaced the community. They have simply extended community's reach, its depth, 
and it's potential impact. (Guitcnburg, Paul Revere, 2002) 
2.4 Humanistic Psychology as a Knowledge Community 
Humanistic psychology is a knowledge community that the author seeing about. Since 
the fi rst generation of humanistic psychology in the 1960s and 70s was influenced by 
cultural, there are also many knowledge communities working with those ideas that do 
not identi fy themselves with the label "humanistic". 
People ha c justified themselves professionally as psychologists and justified 
themselves academically as research scientists to fulfill the requirement of knowledge 
community of humanistic psychology. 
According to Arthur Warmoth, looking at much of the literatu re of humanistic, 









calling, our vocation, ts really nothing less than social-cultu ra l change. (Arthur 
Wannoth, 2002) 
Malaysia is a democracy country, thus, people's core values should recognized as the 
va lues of democracy such as respect, compassion and empowerment. These values are 
needed to build by humans. Knowledge community of humanistic psychology is going 
to be important in the future. In the face of future, people need to become leaders in 
organizing the social activities such as dialogue, discussion and debate that can promote 
democratic va lues in the community. 
2.S Learning Community 
Humans arc unable to live alone. Nowadays, people living in a dormitory, 
neighborhood, district, town, city, is called communi ty. People have to learn community 
in order to live with harmonization. 
Leaming communities for the next century are more about harmony than unity. In 
simply word, it is collectively of individuals who are bound together by natural wi ll and 
a set of shared ideas. According to Aristotle, in his work titled Nichomachean Ethics, he 
explains that communi ty is not so much about unity as it is about harmony (Aristotle, 
trans, 1980). I larmonious groups of people are frequently described by social , religious, 










In the learning community, the learners, including teachers and administrator should 
have a will to do what is " right" and "good" in a group. For example, such as "do not 
hann" to each others. 
2.6 The Internet 
Anyone knows the internet, even students from primary school learn to access internet in 
their school. Internet is a technology or a network to let people exchange information or 
messages with each others. In fact, the word Internet comes from the term inter-network, 
which means "to communicate between networks" (Lee, S.P, Mohammad, Z.R, 2002). 
Internet, may visualize as a large cloud of networks. One computer can find out its 
message recipient easily from this cloud of networks. This cloud of network is 
constantly changing and growing as new networks are added and existing networks are 
changed. 
The maJor communication protocol for th is huge communication network is the 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). To contact another party in 
the network, we must know their computer name. The Internet's naming convention is 
stated in the Domain Name Service (ONS). A DNS name has the following format: 
[subdomain [.lsubdomain].[ ... ].domain 
When computers communicate by using TCP/IP, they use the numeric IP address. DNS 
is simply a device that helps human to have a readable/rememberable host name. (Lee, 









2.7 World Wide Web 
The World Wide Web is the universe or network-accessible information, the 
embodiment or human knowledge. (Lee, S.P, Mohammad, Z.R, 2002). The Web 
physically consists or personal computer, web browser software, a connection to an 
Internet service provider, computers called servers that host digital data, routers and 
switches to direct the fl ow or information. 
The Web is known as client-server system. Personal computer is client however remote 
computers arc servers which store the electronic data. For example, if people want to 
read news from The Star Newspaper through internet, people may enter the address or 
URL of the website, the browser wi ll request that web page from web server that hosts 
the site. Then the server sends the data over the internet to people's computer and that 
website wi ll display on computer screen. 
Hyperlink and hypertext play a role as "glue" to hold the Web together. This feature 
allows the electronic files on the Web to be linked so that people can easily jump 
between them. On the Web, people navigate through pages of information, th is 
commonly known as browsing or surfing. (Goh, W.0, 2003) 
The protocol used for the Web is the hypertext transfer protocol (HTIP) and its 
language.! is based on hypertext markup language (HTML). To access the Web, a web 
browser is needed. The two most well-known web browsers are Netscape Navigator and 
Microsoft Internet Explorer, which are used by the vast majority. Other browsers are 
available as well . The browser works as display the data and infonnation which written 











E-comrnunity is the gathering or people, in an online "space" where they come to 
communicate, exchange pleasantries and argue, exchange knowledge and information, 
share emotional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, get to know each other better 
and fa ll in love. 
In other word, c-community is defined as a group of people with common interest and 
they arc using communication technologies in their daily interactions and transactions. 
This can improve their qual ity of lives in significant ways. 
The members of e-community just do everything like people do in real li fe, but leave the 
body behind. The embodiment of human knowledge today provides people such an 
attractive, even addictive technology that is internet. The richness and vitality of 
computer-linked allow people to enjoy and meet another ecosystem in cyberspace. 
According to John Hagel, virtual communities are groups of people who share common 
interests and needs who come together online. Most are drawn by the opportunity to 
share a sense of community with like-minded strangers-regardless of where they live. 
(John I lagcl, 2002). 
1 ~-communi ty let people build social relationship in their home. When people join online 
discussion forum or online discussion groups, they interact each other; indirectly they 









via telephone lines to make computer discussion forum systems, by the way may change 
experience to another party on the network. The discuss ion forums turn the bits and 
bytes into human readable text. Other peoples use their computers to send and retrieve 
messages, organizing and planning events stored in their personal computer. Everyone 
is encouraged to have an e-community growing in their li fe. 
2.9 Benefits of E-community 
E-community was bringing communities closer. In the neighborhood, people who know 
each other and living next door or across the street arc always communicate where the 
conversations seldom go further than the occasional greeting of hellos, good morning 
and goodbyes. Maybe they arc too busy in daily work, rush in time, or lazy to make 
conversation. 
Thanks to the Internet, communication has become more effecti ve. People are preferred 
to communicate at home or in the room rather than waJk down street to recognize friends 
or meet each other. E-community has provided people with a creative avenue to convey 
information and interest. This is a chance let human being to build social relationship 
and lasting friendships. 
E-community has no location limit. Anyone from anywhere may join the e-community 
no matter people arc in foreign country or in homeland. E-community has no race color 










aboriginal , or fon.:i gncr. E-comm unity also has no age limit. /\nyone may join the e-
community 110 111aller people arc chi ld, adult, young or wrinkl) 
Time is saved by using c-community. It is taking a long time to send a letter to a l'riend 
because the postman needs time to collect the letters and distinguish them. Some letter 
is lo abroad, it needs more time for traveling. I lowcver, in the e-community, letter may 
be sent the by e-mail , it only spend a rew minutes. 
Moreover, money is saved by using c-community. People communicate with each other 
through telephone. Try to imagine the telephone Ice if people is calling to their friend 
who is in foreign country. 13y e-community, people can leave and retrieve message or 
chat there. That is the way to save telephone fee. 
2.10 Analysis on existing e-community system 
The following section is the analysis and review done by the author for 15 existing e-
community systems on the World Wide Web. These analysis and reviews done for gain 
a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses, features and function or existing 
system. 
2. IO. I Analys is on C'ommunityZero 
ll lU , Address: http://,,''n.communitvzcro.com 
l'ornmun1ty/.cro is an interactive website that allows a group of people to communicate 










each area, called an onlinc community, participants arc provided access to a suite of 
powerful tools that enable a group to cITectively get organi1.cd, share knowledge and 
communicate. 
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Table 2. 1 Features of CommunityZero 
My communities This feature allows you to start a communi ty. You may invite your 
friends to your community. Here you also can view or edi t you 
profile and change password. 
Start One This feature gives you a guidel ine how to create your own private 
area on the web to connect a group of people. There are 3 steps to 
setup: I. name and describe the community 2. Choose a privacy 
setting. 3. Send invitations by email. 
Discussions Discussion boards allow you to make conversations and decisions 










from discussion boards. 
Calendars Ideal location to store information including meetings, reminders 
and project milestones. 
Note board Note board is made ava ilable for announcements and informal-
discussion. 
Images Ga llery- This feature provides a point-and-click interface for adding images 
lo virtual online album. Each image is provided its own comment 
board to co llect feedback. 
FfieSSharing The file sharing area enables you to store and share any type Or 
computer file. Word documents, /\dobe /\crobat PDF files, 
solhvare programs, video and audio files can all be stored securely. 
Chat -- -This feature allows any number of members to have a group 
meeting in real-time. The chat room is accessible to community 
members and does not require any software download or 
installation. 
Invite This feature gives you the abi lity to e-mail automated invitation to 
your friends. All invitations sent arc tracked and can be resent if 
necessary. 
F;;(ffiac!.. Feedback area provides an opportuni ty for communi ty founders to 
receive any comment or suggestion from their members. 
Prdcrcnccs The preferences section allows you to specify how much of your 
personal information wi ll be disclosed in you profile as well as the 












This is for text document. Ideal for storing news, articles, stories, 
I ITM I . pages and more. 
Administration - This feature allows administrator (normally is founder) to make 
changing setting of community. You may set name and description, 
community password, custom colors or graphics, calendar 
customization and so on. 
Strengths: 
, It is free or charge 
, Powerrul tools for collaboration and interaction 
, The user capacity and text storage arc unlimited 
, Easy to use 
, Flexible toolsct 
, Secure and private 
, Only a browser is required 
, Immediate interaction by all members 
, No programming knowledge or downloading or sofiware is required 
\Vcakncsscs: 
, Cookies are required when you want to be a member 
,,,.. No forum is provided 









2.10.2 Ana lysis on Friendstcr 
URL Address: http://www.fricndstcr.com 
rricndstcr is an onlinc community that connects people through networks or friends for 
dating or making new friends. You can use Fricndstcr lo meet new people to date, 
through your friends and their friends. You also can create your own personal and 
private community, where you can interact with people who are connected to you 
through networks of mutual friends. 
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Features of Friendster 
This is main page of Friendster. Here gwe you alerts when 
somebody sends you message or testimonial. 
This feature gives you the ability to e-mail automated invitation to 
your friends. You are limited to 100 invitations per day. 
This feature allows you to search friends by selects the type such 











the country, status, age and so on. The system will search for 
rriends to match with your selection. 
Messages This feature allows you to send and receive message. 
,.. 
View My Profile This feature allows you to view your profile. You may edit your 
profile, edit photos, edit friends, edi t testimonials and see all or 
you friends. 
t-
Edit Profile This feature allows you to edi t your profile. 
Account settings Account settings let you to edit your account such as e-mail 
address, first name, last name and password. 
~~ -
My testimonials Let your friends share their experiences and tell everyone what 
they think or you. You also can cdit your testimonials. 
Bulletin board 
-
You may use the Bulletin Board to post messages such as question, 
party invites, event information, and romance issues to all or your 
friends. The Bulletin Board will show you messages from your 
friends. 
Search User With User Search, you can enter an e-mail address, last name or 
foll name to find matching profiles across all of Friendster. 
Bookmarks You may use your bookmarks to remember people who are within 
your personal network. You can access them with one click from 
the list, instead of s~an.:hing your network manually to find them. 
St rt·n~t hs: 
,. It is free or charge 









,. Meet new friends through our friends 
Weaknesses: 
,. Take long time to loading picture 
,. No chat room is provided 
,. No forum is provided 
2.10.3 Analysis on hi5 
UllL Address: htt1>://www.hiS.com 
1 l i5 is a casual social environment. It ' s like a private party with your friends. I li5 is the 
place for meeting new people, connecting with friends, and sharing ideas! 
You can use hi5 to meet new p<..!oplc through your rriends, reunite and stay connected 
with your old friends. You also can find local people who share your interest and browse 
photos. 
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Tabk: 2.3 Features of hi5 
llome This is the main page or hi5. You may sec a lot of features here. 
My Friends This feature let you to view all of your friends. You may view 
personal profi le of your friend by clicks on your friend's name. 
M y Messages This feature allows you to send and receive message. 
Browse Journals This feature al lows you to browse j ournal entries from hi5 
members. You may post pictures of your recent trip, share that 
funny story that you heard from a friend, or express you thoughts. 
Join groups This feature provides an easy way to meet new friends and shared 
common experience by JOlll groups. The group categories arc 
music, sports, travel, science, pets, bool..s and so on. 
foind people This feature allows you to search friends by selects the country, 
status, age and so on. The system wi ll search for fri end to match 
with your selection. 
Invite friends This feature gives you the abi lity to e-mail automated invitation to 
your friends. 
My bookmarks You may use your bookmarks to remember people who arc within 
your personal network. You can access them with one click from 
the list, instead of searching your network manually to find them. 
Add a Photo To make sure your friends wi ll recognize you, you may upload you 
photo by this feature. It can make your page more lively and 
attractive. 










Personalize My This feature allows you to edit Profile, edit Gallery, edit Friends, 
Page edi t Journal and edit Testimonials. 
I--
Testimonials Let your friends share their experiences and tell everyone what 




You may use the Bulletin Board to post messages such as question, 
party invites, event information, and romance issues to all of your 
friends. The Bulletin Board will show you messages from your 
friends. 
Strengths: 
, It is free or charge 
, Meet new friends through our friends 
, Can easily view who are new hi5 members 
, Easy to use 
Weaknesses: 
, User interface is not user friendly because the layout is too complex 
, No chat room is provide 
,.. No forum is provided 










2. 10.4 Analysis on C' irclcs99 
lJIU, Address: 
Circlcs99 is a free onlinc community solution that allows you to bring together famil y, 
friends and associates through an interact ive websi te. It provides mobile dedication, 
picture messages, operator logos and e-card. You can locate a circle by browsing the 
ci rcle directory or search using the power ful search engine to locate a group that 
interests you. You also can utilize the user- friendly search engine to look for new friends 
based on your preferences. 
Friends I tome 
My circles 
'""-'''Y ., . ..... ... . ,. ........ , ''· ,.. 
SuN StoRy PaRk"'!! 
Table 2.4 Features of Circle99 
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This is the main page of Circle99. You may see a lot of features 
here. 










connects to a group of people. 
Search Circles 
-
Ir you want lo join other circles, you may search circle by enter the 
key words or browse ci rcles according the categories such as Fans, 
Friends, Committee, Club, Student, Team and so on. 
-
Gossip A place for you to chat with your friends. If you are founder, you 
may delete the gossip unwanted. 
Announcement A place for you to post notice and announcements. If you are 
founder, you may delete the announcement unwanted . 
._ 
Message Board This feature allows a large group of people to take part in the same 
conversation. 
File Sharing The file sharing area enables you to store and share any type of 
computer file. Word documents, Adobe Acrobat PDF files, 
software prob'Tams, video and audio files can all be stored securely. 
Photos A lbum An online photo album for you to store your image fil es and share 
it with you friends. Here allows you friends to leave comment 
about your images. 
Opinion Poll This is a place for you to collect public opinion. 
Customi1e Layout You may change your circle details, customize your circle layout 
and colors setting, change your member's role to administrator or 
ban a member. 
Member List This is a list to display all members in your circle. 
Invi te Friends This feature gives you the abi lity to e-mail automated invitation to 











Preferences The preferences sect ion allows you to specify how oflen you want 
to receive the acti vity report via emai l either daily, weekly or 
monthly. 
Administration I !ere displays member's role in your circle. Founder and 
administrator can change a member's role or ban a member here. 
Edit Profile This feature al lows you to view your profile. You may edit your 
profile here. 
Forum You may select the forum topic and j oin the discussion forum as 
well as post a topic. 
Strengths: 
, It is free of charge 
, Pictures are attractive 
, Simple step to create a group 
, Can customize layout ourselves 
, Users can easily share files w ith their friends over internet. 
\Veaknesses: 
, Too man pictures, loading time quite long 
, No chat room is provided 
,. An om: can join your group make it no secure 









2.10.5 Ana lysis on Zorpia 
URL Address: http://www.zorpia.com 
Zorpia is a place to meet friends, talk about favorite interest, share information and learn 
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Table 2.5 Features of Zorpia 
This is the main page of Zorpia. You may see a lot of features 
here. 
This feature allows you to upload your photo. It let your friends 
recognize you. 
-- This feature let you know the storage space you've already used 
and storage space sti ll available. 
--
You may post your journals, share funny story that you heard 










Album Management An online photo album for you to store your image files and 
share it with you friends. I lerc allows you to edit you album. 
,__ 
Transaction I listory This feature lets you to know when and what have you done in 
your Zorpia such as when you create your album and what is the 
name. 
,.__~--
Edit Account You may edit your account information such as first name, last 
Information name and password. 
r-
Edit Personal Profile This feature allows you to view your personal profile and edit 
your profi le. 
Edit Style and Look 
-
You may change your Zorpia details, customize your Zorpia 
layout and colors sett ing. 
Update profile photo This feature allows you to update your profile photo. 
See all Friends This feature allows you to see all of your friends in you Zorpia. 
Testimonial Let your friends share their experiences and tell everyone what 
they think of you. You may edit your testimonials. 
Search Zorpians You may search Zorpians by select their gender, age and 
country. The system wi ll search for Zorpians to match with your 
selection. 
-Invite Friends This feature gives you the abi lity to e-mail automated invitation 









,. II is free or charge 
,. Sim pk design and mostly text-oriented make it fast to load 
,,- /\llow users to check storage space 
Weaknesses: 
,. Layout is not so attractive 
,. No chat room is provided 
,. No forum is provided 
2. 10.6 Ana lys is on SmarlG roups 
ll l~L Address: http://www.smartgrou11s.com 
SmartGroups is all about making life easier. It 's a great, new way of organizing the 
different groups of people in your life using emai l and the Internet. SmartGroups keeps 
you in touch, helps you to share infonnation, manage events and even make Group 
decisions. All SmartGroups members can control where, when and how they use the 
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If you want to join other groups, you may select group categories 
such as Business, Science, Music, Sport, Shopping and so on. 
-
You may create your own Group here. It provides you with your 
own Group mailing list, photo albums, calendar, voting, messages 
and files area. 
This feature allows you to create your own albums, then upload 
and share pictures and photos with Group members. 
You may add events, share funny story that you heard from a 
friend, or express you thoughts with your Group members. 
You may share some interesting links w1 th your Group members. 
You may share some information with your Group members. 
-
















This fea ture allows you to hold a vote with Group voting. You 
may create a questionnaire to find out opinions. 
This feature gives you the ability to e-mail automated invitation to 
your friends. 
This feature keeps all of your Group members up to date with 
meetings, activities, social events and birthdays of members. 
Messages can be sent to the whole Group by using a simple email 
address. You may reply and interact with the current discussions. 
, It is free of charge 
, The layout is attractive and the tools arc easy to use 
, Simple step to create a group 
;.... I laving policy to prevent you from receiving unsolicited commercial email 
;.... Private and secure online community. Only people that users invite will be able 
to participate in this group. 
, Users can easily share files with their friends over internet. 
\ Vea kncsscs: 
" Need time to customize the features in the community 
, Too many features make it l;Omplexity 










2.I0.7 Analysis on MSN Groups 
U H.L Add rcss: Utt11://grouJ)s.msn.com 
MSN groups let you to meet people that share your passions. MSN Groups arc free 
websites that arc created and managed by other people just like you. You can use MSN 
Groups to browse groups and create your own group 
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Message Board Messages can be sent to the whole Group by using a simple email 
address. You may reply and interact with the current discussions. 
Pictures This feature allows you to create albums, then upload and share 
pictures and photos with Group members. 
Calendar This feature keeps all of your Group members up to date with 
meetings, activities, social events. 












Chat You may download the MSN Chat software, to enter a chat room 
and start chatti11g with your Group members. 
Li11ks 
~~~~1- ~~ 
This feature allows you to add links to share with other members. 
You also may view links which add by others. 
Member tools This feature allows you to view the member list, check your e-mai l 
setting, view th<.: group setting and manage you storage space. 
-Recommend This You may send out e-mail encouragi ng your friends and colleagues 
Group to visit and join this group. 
My Member This feature allows you to view your profile, change you 
Pro Ii le nickname, check you storage space and even cancel your 
membl.!rship. 
Member List This feature allows you to sec who has joined this group, and find 
out who manages the group. 
My Storage Info This feature let you know the storage space you' ve already used 
and storage space still avai lable. 
Strengths: 
, It is free of charge 
, Simple design and mostly text-oriented make i t fast to load 
, Simple step to crea te a group 
, Private and secure online community. Only people that users invite wi ll be able 
to participate in this group. 









,.. I :asy to USC 
\ Vcakncsscs: 
,.. Layout is not so attractive 
,.. No forum is provided 
,.. The storage space is l imited 
,.. Need to download lht: MSN Chat software, to enter a chat room 
2.10.8 Ana lysis on Yahoo Groups 
lJ RL Addrcss:http://grou1>s.yahoo.com 
Yahoo Groups is an easiest way for groups of people to communicate on the Internet. 
You can use Yahoo Groups to discuss sports, health, current events and more. It let you 
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Table 2.8 Features of Yahoo Groups 
-
1 lomc -This is the main page or Yahoo Groups. You may sec a lot or 
feat ures here. 
Messages Messages can be sent to the whole Group by using a simple email 
address. You may reply and interact with the current discussions. 
Chat If your friends are currently online, you may chat with tht:m here. 
You no need download any sortware for chatting. 
-Files This area enables you to store and share any type or computer file 
with you Group member. 
Photos This feature allows you to create albums, then upload and share 
pictu res and photos with Group members. 
-
Links This feature allows you to add links lo share with other members. 
You also may view links which add by others. 
Database This feature allows you to create database to store the Group,s 
data. 
Members This feature allows you to see who has joined this group, and view 
member's profile by clicking their name. 
t--~~~~~~4--
C ale n d a r This feature keeps all of your Group members up to date with 
meetings, activities, social events. 
Fdi t My You may edit your membership information such as change your 
Membership e-mai l address, or change you personal profile. 











,. It is free or charge 
,. Simple step to create a group 
,. Simple design and mostly text-oriented make it fast to load 
,. Users can easily share files with their friends over internet. 
,. Easy to use 
Weaknesses: 
,. Layout is not so attractive 
,. Anyone can access the group make it no secure 
,. No forum is provided 
2.10.9 Analysis on FIFA Football 
lJ RL Addrcss:http://footba llcommunity.ea.com 
Fl FA Football is an interactive website to allow a group of peoples who love the football 
lo communicate and share information. FIFA Football often runs special football event 
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Table 2.9 rcaturcs or Fl r A Football 
Events Activit ies ollcn run in Fl FA Football around the country. I !ere is a 
look at some of the things that have gone on. 
Match Reports This feature allows you to view reports of your greatest matches, 
tactics, star players and where to play. 
Meet & Greet This feature allows you to get to know the other members of the 
FIFA Football community. 
Message Boards Messages can be sent to the whole Group by using a simple email 
FAQ 
News Archive 
address. You may reply and interact with the current discussions. 
If you have any question about FIFA Football , you may ask the 
question here and will get the answer. I 










Online Gaming This is onl ine gaming destination, offering players a new way to 
take their love of sports online anytime and anywhere. 
-
Interviews This feature brings you the best interviews with the team behind 
Fir A Football to give you a better insight into what to expect, and 
how the team are moving the game forward. 
Previews llere is a co llection of previews of Fir A Football 2004 so you can 
lind out what the various gaming sites are saying about the 
upcommg game. 
Member List -- This fea ture allows you to see who has joined this group and view 
member's profil e. 
Strengths: 
, It is free of charge 
, Pictures are attractive 
, Layout is simple and easy to use 
'- Online gaming is provided 
,. FAQs is provided 
Weaknesses: 
, Need time to customize the feature in the community 
, Too many feature make it complexity 
, Member 1s limited for football lover only 










2.I0.10 Analysis on FilAmBasketball 
lJ l~L Add rcss:http://www.filambasketball.com 
f. ilAmBaskctball is Filipino American Basketbal l. This community has grown 
tremendously in past few months. It allows the peoples who love basket ball to 
communicate and sharing ideas. From FilAmBasketball, you can download high quality 
photos directly rrom the s ite. You also can buy strength training and fitness equipme nt 
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This is the main page of FilAmBasketbal l. You may see a lot of 
features here. 
You may select the forum topic and join the discussion forum as 
wet I as post a topic. 
-
This feature allows you to create albums, then upload and share 










Calendar This fea ture keeps all or your fri ends up to date w ith activi ti~ 
social events. 
~ 
Chat Ir your friends arc currently online, you may chat wi th them here. -
You no need download any software for chatting. 
,_ _ 
Shop You may online shopping here. Clothing, Accessories, Toys, 
Games, DVD, Books and Magazines arc available here. 
Search You may search the forum topic by enter key words. 
!-
Who's online This reature allows you to know who is onlinc, then you may chat 
w ith them. 
F/\Q Ir you have any question about Fi l /\mBaskctball , you may ask the 
question here and wi ll get the answer. 
r-
llot topic This feature presents the hot topic or Fil/\ml3askctball. You may 
discussion the topic with other members. 
Member This feature allows you to see who has joined this group and v iew 
member's profile. 
Announcements A place for you to post notice and announcements. 
Shout box T his shout box allows you to type your shout. You may type 
anything here. 
Top 10 posters This feature presents the top I 0 posters. You may view the posters 
by clicking the poster name. 










, Pictures arc attracti ve 
, Layout is simple and easy to use 
, Allow you to buy things through this websi te 
, Forum is provided 
Weaknesses: 
, Too many advertisement in this website 
, Need time to customize the features in the community 
, Too many features make it complexity 
, Member is limited for basketball lover only 
2.10.1 1 Analysis on Unisys 
URLAddress:http://ecommunity.unisvs.com 
Unisys is a place that one stop destination for in formation, browser based access to live 
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Table 2. 11 Features of Unisys 
Information You may search information from this feature, such as Financial , 
Library Commercial , Government, and Business Information. 
-
Discussion Discussion boards allow you to make conversations and decisions 
with your fri ends. You are able to gain knowledge and experience 
from discussion boards. 
Ask Our Experts If you have any question about Unisys System and Operating 
System, you may ask the question here and will get the answer. 
My Profil e This feature allows you to view your personal profile and you may 
change your personal detail here. 
My Interest You may select your interest by click the check box. Any 















This reaturc allows you to view events by cl ick the event's name. 
You also may search passed archived event easi ly here. 
You may post you favorite document in e-community and share it 
wi th other members. You also may view document posted by 
other members. 
, It is free of charge 
, Pictures are attractive 
, Layout is simple and nice 
, Users can easily share documents w ith their friends over internet. 
Weaknesses: 
, No chat room is provided 
, No forum is provided 
, Only a few of features 
2.10.12 Ana lysis on Tam ilC hat 
llRL Add ress: 
TamilChat is a place to communicate with friends, j oin live chats, j oin dating service, 
post something in web forum, send messages. You also can download mp3 songs and 
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Tahle 2. 12 Features ofTamilChat 
-
This feature allows you to sec who has joined this group and view 
member' s profile. 
- This fcatu-re_a_l_lo_w_s_y_o_u to view the n_e_w_s_o_f_c-ommunity. It always 
keeps you up to date of the events. 
Any information you would like to share or inform other members, 
you may post it here. 
----- --- -------
If you have any enquiries, suggestions for improvement, or general 
information, you may fill up the feedback form and submit to 
Tami!Chat. 
You may select the forum topic and join the discuss ion forum as 




This feature allows you to post any interesting computer file, and 











Newsletter This leaturc allows you to know when arc the meeting, agenda and 
what is the plan for the coming months. 
Live chat Ir your l'riends arc currently online, you may chat with them here. 
Strengths: 
, It is free of charge 
, Live chat is provided 
, Forum is provided 
, Enable lo download song and movie 
Wc;•kncsscs: 
, Member is limited for Tami l race only 
, News board make the page complexity 
, Inter face is not user friendly 
2. 10.1 3 Analysis on usj.com.my 
URL Address: 
usj .com.my is a electronic community to encourage USJ-Subang Jaya resident to be 
more innovative in using and adapting existing JCT and multimedia technologies. From 
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Table 2.13 features of usj .com.my 
1 lomc 
~- ~ 
This is the main page of usj .com. You may sec a lot or features 
here. 
-
About Us Thi feature let you know a group of people in usj volunteer their 
time to promote a knowledge-based community. 
Site Map From this feature, you are provided some useful link to navigate E-
news, Residents' Website, communities, Business Directory and E-
service and Student Net. 
Web forum --From this feature, you may select the forum that you want to visit 
and discuss the forum with another party. 
Fast mail This Fastmail allow you to send or receive mai l through network 
just li ke the popular hotmail or yahoo mail. 










r It is free of charge 
r Powerful tools for col laboration and interaction 
, Easy to use 
, flexible toolset 
,.. Secure anc.J private 
,. Forum is provided 
Weaknesses: 
, Layout is not so attractive 
,. No chat room is provided 
,. Member is limited for people li ving in USJ 
2.10.14 Analysis on SJ 2005 
URL Address: 
SJ2005 is a right equation of a smart partnership for community development. You may 
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Table 2. 14 r-caturcs or SJ2005 
f O llHll 
t, ..... ' 
:· .. t..r :o.-- ...... ":.OJ 
This foa tu rc tells you about S.1 2005, it is transforming Subang .Jaya 
into a smart and knowledge-based community. 
i-- ~~~~~~~ 
SJ Info Zone It gives you an overview of the Subang Jaya neighborhood, 
E-community 
-
E-bus i ncss 
-
E-lcaming 
including USJ, Sunway, Puchong. You wi ll find information 
regarding the neighborhood, place to stay, where to eat and also 
where to shop. 
This feature is about sharing interest and experience, collective 
participation in exchanging information. 
The section offers you the useful information and provides you a 
place that links you with the business communi ty in SJ2005. 
This feature bri ngs you the latest education news, online learning 

















This feature provides you the case of getting the important 
emergency (hospital, police station, lire department) and public 
transportation (taxi , KTM, LRT, airlines services) contact numbers 
and address. 
From this feature, you may select the forum that you want lo visit 
and discuss the forum with another party. 
This feature allows you to view past articles and search the 
archive. 
tr you have any enquiries, suggestions for improvement, or general 
information, you may fill up the feedback form and submit to 
S.12005. 
Ir you have any upcoming activities, want to make it public, or yo-;-
want to participate in one or the community projects, you may 
correspond through email at 
This is a sample article abstract. You will get an idea of what the 
article is about and may proceed to cl ick on the link to read the full 
article. 
,. It is free or charge 
, I :asy to use 
, Secure and private 
,. On ly a browser is required 










,,.. Layout is not so attractive 
' ,,.. No chat room is provided 
,,.. Member is limited for people living in Subang Jaya 
2. 10.15 Ana lysis on Washabuck 
Ul~L Address: , ll):lfo "" .ccntr·tlcapt·hrcton.<'om ".1~h.thuck/indn.htrnl 
Washabuck Community Center Provite Youth Recreation Program to run th roughout the 
summer. The activities you may join include sport games, nature walks, bike tours, day 
tri ps swimming lessons and more! 
l lomc 
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Features of Washabuck 
This is the main page of Washabuck. You may see a lot of features 
here. 










such as Annual Dinner, Trip, activities and games. 
Newsletters This feature allows you to know when arc the meeting, agenda and 
what is the plan for the coming months. 
Board of Directors This is a board to let you know who is the director, president, vice 
president, secretary, treasurer and so on. 
Strengths: 
,... It is free of charge 
,... Pri vate and secure online community. 
,... Only a browser is required 
,... User interface simple and nice 
,... Easy to use 
Weaknesses: 
,... No chat room is provided 
,.. No forum is provided 
,.. Only a few of features 
2. 11 Conclusion of Analysis on Existing System 
Analysis and comparison on existing e-community systems was carried out in tenns of 
features, strengths and weaknesses. The purpose of doing this is to gain a better 
understanding or the strengths and weaknesses of the existing system. Besides, i t also 










This analys is help the author in generating new 1dt..:as on how to come about developing 
the propost..:d system and what features or functions it should provide. 
/\ successful e-community system is free of charge and easy lo use. It should have 
facilities of flexible toolset and powerful tools for collaboration and interaction. To 
moke more advantages to users, the capacity, image and text storage should be unlimited. 
Besides, security should take into consideration in order to make user using e-
communi ty system with privately. Only a browser is required fore-community system 
and it is immediate interact ion by all members. 
The purpose of this c-communily is al lows u group of people to comm unicate and 
exchange information over the Internet in their own private and secure area. This 
Proposed e-community keeps people in touch, helps people to share information, 
manage events and even make Group decisions. Participants are able to meet new people 
lo date, through your friends and their friends. They also can create their own personal 
and private community, where they can interact with people who are connected to them 
through networks. 
The proposed c-communi ty system allows participants lo: 
,. Discuss sport s, health, current events and more 
,.. Send and receive message 
,. Share photos and fi les, plan events, send a message and newsletter 








Table 2. 16 Features or proposed system, Integrated e-Community Solution ( ICS) 
Forwn From this feature, you may select the forum that you want to visit -
and discuss the forum w ith another party. 
- ---
Message Board This feature allows a large group of people to take part in the same 
conversation. 
Mail £3ox This feature allows you to send and receive message. 
f.ile Sharing The file sharing area enables you to store and share any type of 
computer file. Word documents, Adobe Acrobat PDF files can all 
be stored securely. 
Photo Gallery /\n onlinc photo album for you to store your image fi les and share 
it wi th you friends. I lerc allows you friends to leave comment 
about your images. 
---~~~~~~-+-~ 
A nnouncement A place for you to post notice and announcements. 
Testimonial Let your friends share their experiences and tell everyone what 
they think of you. You also can edit your testimonials. 
Member List This is a list to display all members in your group. 










2.12 ummary for Distinguish IS Existing System and Proposed System. 
The foll owing section 1s a summary table for distinguish I :5 existing system and 
proposed system. T his model can be use for other purposes or lby someone in order to 
develop their proposed e-community system. 
Table 2. 17 Summary for distinguish 15 existing system and proposed system 
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From the summary table, it shows that proposed system, Integrated e-Community 
Solution ( ICS) will cover 14 features. I lowevcr, because of 1ti111 e l imitation, only 9 
fouturcs wi ll b1c developing which are plot with asterisk and another 5 foatures arc for 
future enhancement. 
2. 13 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a complete li terature review has been carried out:. A research on all the 
related topics to the system is done. A mong related topics include Definition of 
Community, l l istory of Community, l lumanistic Psychology as a Knowledge 
Community and so on. It let me gain more valuable information and know ledge about 
this project. Besides, reviews on existing c-community system also done and all the 


















3. J Introduction 
/\bui lding can not be.; built without a set of planning. In the same way, a system can nol 
be.; developed without a sd or planning. Thal is why a specific methodology is needed lo 
deal with the process of developing e-community system. A methodology is a collection 
of procedures, techniques and tools which helps in implemeintation the system. A 
system should be developed fo llows the phase of methodology, step by step, to ensure 
minimal fa ul ts, errors and bugs while developing the system, because it can save the 
timc.;s lo debugs. If the system development follows the methodology from the 
beginning, so the system should be able lo fulfill user rc.;quirement in the end. 
3.2 Analys is on methodologies 
There are many methodologies available currently. Each of the methodology has their 
own characteri stic and specification. None of those methodologies is most frequently 
used because each proposed system may require a different methodolob'Y to develop it. 
Below is a brief description of the methodologies: 
3.2.1 \Vaterfall Model 
The Waterfall Model takes the fundamental process activities of specification, 
dcvclormcnt, va lidation and evolution. The process phases include requirements 
SJ1t.;cilicat1on, software design, implementation, testing and :so on. The stages of 
development arc from one phase to another. A critical point regarding the waterfall 










completed (Schach, 2002). Testing is proceeding continuously throughout the process 
and the developer may go back to the previous stage to correct any errors. 
3.2.2 Water tra ll Model with Prototyping 
This model similar with Waterfall Model in (a) but has an additional feature that is 
Prototyping. Prototyping is used with Waterfall Model be:cause it can help the 
developers to e:nhance their understanding about the system. It al:so enable user to review 
all aspect and features of the user interface before code is generated. In comparison to 
the Waterfall Model, the development effort is higher because the addit ional 
development of prototypes. 
3.2.3 V-Shaped Model 
This model sirnilar with Waterfall Model in (a) but a bit difference that each test phase 
matches each development phase: requirements with system testing, high-level design 
wi th inte&'Tatio1n testing and detailed design with unit testing. 
3.2.4 Spira l 1\-lodel 
A simplified way of looking at th is methodolO!,'Y is as a waterfa ll model with each phase 
preceded by risk analysis via the use of prototypes (Schach, 2002). This model uses 
itcrati c prototypes and for each portion of the system, a risk analysis is performed. 










3.3 Benefit of using methodology 
A success ful a1r1d eflccti ve system development is depends on a g,ood methodology. With 
a good methodology, sysl l!m should be complete developmentl w ithin estimated time 
with lowest cost and highest quality. Besides, future maintenance to the system is easier 
and faster. Bellow arc some of the benefits offers by a good methodology: 
a) Provides a standard system development framework. 
b) Rcviev.• procedures arc available to identify any errors, bugs and inconsistencies 
during development. 
c) Increase the system quality by the way decrease the cost. 
d) Provides a better understanding of user needs and va lidatiion of user needs. 
e) Provide:s a management with tools to review proj ect progress and a checkl ist of 
project progress. 
f) lmprov,es communication among analyst, programmers, users and other 
stakeholders of the project. 
g) Easier to make any enhancement of features and functional ity in future. 
3.4 Chosen Methodology 
3.4.1 \Vaterfall Model with Prototyping 
1'11e \ \latcrfall Model with Prototyping has been chosen for development of e-
cornm un1ty system. Thl! diagram below shows the process of Waterfa ll Model ' ' i th 
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The Waterfa ll Model with Prototyping contains 8 phases which arc the requirement 
analysis, system design, program design, coding, unit and integration testing, system 
testing, acceptance testing and operation and maintenance. 
First phase: R:eq uircmcnt Analys is 
The first phase.: of this model is Requirement Analys is, which requires client needs or 
information gathering. A requirement is a feature of the system that is capable of doing 
in order to fullill the system's purpose. In this phase, all the researches and surveys are 
done. The rcs,ults or the requirement analysis process arc two documents: one for the 
customers to capture their needs and the other one for the designers to explain the 
problem in technical terms. 
Second phase: System Design 
System Design is a stage in system development process where the requirements for the 
system are translated into a solution. The description of solution is also called design. 
When the requirements are defined, a System Design will be created to meet the 
requirements. It also will describe the whole system features, functions and interactions. 
Third phase: IJ>rogrn m Design 
Once System Design is done, we are going to Program Design which is the third phase 
in the methodology. The overall system design is involved all of the individual 
programs. 1 lowevcr Program Design is to generate the designs of the system modules or 










Fourth phase: Coding 
The phase afkr the Program Design phase is the Codi ng. Coding also consider as 
implementation stage which is core stage of system development. This phase wi ll build 
up all programs which meet the requirement by using selected JProgramming languages 
and application development tools. 
Fifth phase: Unit and Integration Testing 
The phase af1c:r the Coding phase is the Uni t and Integration Testing phase. The unit 
testing is important to make sure that each individual program and module behaves 
according to the speci fication defined in design phase. It tests the bugs errors for each 
module codes. 
Sixth phase: System Testing 
The sixth phase, System Testing, involves a test of the whole system which includes all 
individual program and module. System Testing works to mak,e sure that the functions 
and interfaces specified initially have been implemented properly. 
cvcnth phase: Acceptance Testing 
The phase after System Testing is the Acceptance Testing phase. This phase is to m:ike 
sure that the system built meets the requirement and the project objectives. 
Ei~hth plrnsc: Operation a nd Maintenance 
The la~t phase of this model is the Operation and Maintenance phase. Aller the s •stem 










requirements have changed. 
3.4.2 Protot:yping 
Prototyping is used with Waterfall Model because it can help the developers to enhance 
their understanding about the system (Ptleeger, Shari , L, 2001 ). Prototype plays a role 
that enabled customers and developers to examine some aspect of the proposed system. 
It also enable user to review all aspect and fea tures or the user interface before code is 
generated. Developer can generates some key requirements to ensure that the 
requirements arc consistent, feasible, and practica l. 
The prototyping approach is used when the system development life cycle fai ls to meet 
the user's requirement. Thus the system had to be reworked requiring additional effort, 
expense and time. The system is not delivered on time and it exceeds the budget. 
(lsensee, S, 1996) 
There are two approaches to prototyping: throwaway and evolutionary. From the name 
implies, a throwaway prototype is not intended to be use in actual delivered software. A 
throwaway prntotype is developed for purpose to learn more about a problem or explore 
the feasibility or desirabil ity or possible solutions. On the other hand, an evolutionary 
prototype is developed for purpose to learn more about a problem and fonn the basis for 
some or all or the delivered soflware. The prototype is adapted to satisfy the better 









There are also two important activities 1n figure, Validation and veri fication. 
Validation ensures thal the system has implemented all of the requirements. So that each 
system function can be traced back to a particular requirement in the specificat ion. 
Verification einsurcs that each function works correctly. In aniother words, va lidation 
makes sure that the developer is building the right product (according to the 
specification) while verification checks the quality of the implementation. 
The Waterfall Model with Prototyping is chosen because Waterfall Model enables 
developer to realize the sequence of events that they should encounter. Prototyping help 
the developers in designing static interface. This model can be very useful in helping 
developers lay oul whal they need to do and estimating time or completion or project. 
This model also enables developer to make necessary preparation for the coming phase. 
Below are the 1reasons why the prototype methodology is important (David, 1993): 
a) Requi rements arc often poorly understood. 
b) Requirements usually change during the development process 
c) Current requirements remain only partially understood until after users have had 
an actu:al opportunity to use a system. 
3.S Advan1tagcs for Proposed Methodology 
There arc some advantages using Waterfall Model with Prototyping. Below are the 









a) It pre~cnts a very high-level view of what is going on dunng development, and it 
suggests the sequence of events a developer should expect to encounter. 
b) It is very useful in helping developers lay out what need to be done. 
c) Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to others who arc not fa miliar with 
software development. 
d) It makes explicitly which intermediate products are neciessary in order to begin 
the nex.t stage or development. 
c) The sulb process, prototyping, can help to examine some aspects of the proposed 
system and decide if it is suitable. 
f) Prototyping helps to reduce cost by discovering the problems of consistency and 
feas ibility of the system at the earlier stage rather at the most costly stage. 
3.6 Inform ation ga thering method 
In order to have a better understanding of system development and requirement on the 
system, some methods have been used for gathering the relevant information to provide 
guidel ine in system designing. Below are the lists of informatiCtn gathering method that 
used for this project. 
1. Books nnd references 
Some useful information that needed in system analys is and system development 
has been collected from many books and references. Those books and references 










programming references. FSKTM's thesis room has store a lot of senior's thesis 
that also give a guideline for writing report. 
11. lntern1et Surfing 
Some ideas from analyzing the similar system have been collected via internet to 
get to know better their fea tures and functionality. Besides, some attractive web 
design also been researched. Through the Internet, research was done to get 
useful information which relevant to this project. The result from this research 
has been elaborated in detail in Chapter 2. 
iii. Observation 
Observation is an informal gathering information method . By this method, many 
of the existing system have been searched and observed. The features, 
functionality, policies and procedures or operation can be understood in the 
rough. 
av. Informal Interview 
Informal Interview conducted for some of friends who are internet users. They 
ha c provided useful and important information about the requirement and 










'· Discus ,ion nith Supervisor 
'\ d1sc1t1ss10 11 "1th supen 1sor 1s important to get supervis1.! for de\ eloping system 
D1scusswns hme been made from time to t11ne 111 order t«> get helps, ad\lccs, and 
op1n1011s dunng development of the project 
3.7 ( 'lrn pt1cr Summary 
In order to develop a better quality, cfli cient and eflcet1vc system. Waterfall Model with 
Prototypi ng IS chosen for th is project lo develop through se\eral phases rhc Waterfall 
Moud with \>110\olypmg ,.., sckclcd for lhc dc,·dopmcn~ bccam•c tl is u..,d'u\ in hdpmg 
tle\'dopcr-; Im out "hat need to be done. The sub process, protot\pmg, can help to 
c~amrnc c.;omc aspects of lhe proposed S}Slcm Therefore, undl·r carefully planning and 
the adoption of the well structure of Waterfa ll Model '' 1th Prototypmg approach, hoped 


















4. 1 lntrodluction 
System analysis is one of the most important phases and it is known as the heart of a 
system development. The system will be developed based on the requirements that 
defined in ea rl y stage. A requirement, which is defined as abstract statement of a service, 
in the same way~ it comes out the description of what the system should be doing. 
All functionalities should be performing in the final system. The functionalities has 
depicted in the system requirement. To avoid any uncertainty, system requirements 
should identify clearly before starting development. The consequences of \.vrongly 
identified requirements will make the effect that the system's quality low, and may be 
delivered later than promised. If the system may not me.et the user's need and 
expectat ions, the user wi ll feel dissatisfaction and might cause them not to use it. 
Throughout th is chapter, a system analysis is documented which the requirements 
include functional , non-functional, hardware and software requirements. A description 
on the selected technology and development tools also defined here and the reasons for 










4.2 Functional Requirements 
The fu nctiona I rcqui remcnts for a system arc statements of services the system should 
provide. It also describes how the system should behave in particular situations and how 
the system should react to particular inputs. Functional requirements descri be 
functionality cir system services that depend on the type or software, expected users and 
the type of system where the software is used. In short, the fuinctional requirements of 
thee-community system are as speciried below: 
Table 4.1 Forum Module for c-community system 
,_ 
4.2. I Forum Module 
Descript ion This module is the main core of the system as it provides the 
facili ties to have a forum. 
General The user shall be provided with facilities to utilize the discussion 
Requirements forum. 
Specific a) The user shall be able to select intierested forum. 
Requirements b) The user shall be able to join the forum. 
c) The user shall be able to initiate a request to join a 
selected forum. 
d) The user shall be able to start a new forum by entering 
and submitting necessary detail s. 
e) The user that initiated the forum shall be provided wi th 











f) The administrator shall be able to terminate any forum 
which deemed undesirable. 
Message Board Module for e-commw1 ity system 
4.2.2 Message Board Module 
Description This module provides the faci l it ies to have an in fon11al 
discussion. A large group of users can take part in the same 
conversation. 
Genera l --- The user shall be provided with faci l i ties to utilize the message 
Requirements board. 
Speci fic a) The user shall be able to leave or retrieve message in 
Requirements message board. 
b) The user shall be able to initiate a topic to post in 
message board. 
c) The user shall be able to give respond to message board. 
d) The user shall be able to view adl the messages in the 
message board. 
c) The user shall be able to delete the message which wrote 
by him/her. 
f) The administrator shall be able to delete any messages 










Table 4.3 Mai l Box Module for c-community system 
4.2.3 Mail Box Module 
------·-Descript ion This module serves the purpose of enabling administrator and 
users to send and receive message in thei r mai l box. 
General The user shall be provided with faci lities to ut ilize the message. 
Requirements Administrator may send notification to all members. 
Specific a) The user shall be able to send and receive message in 
Requirements their mail box. 
h) The user shall be able to delete any messages which 
deemed undesirable from thei r mail box. 
c) Administrator shall be able to send notification to 
members. 
Table 4.4 File Sharing Module fore-community system 




Req u i r~ments; 
This module provides the facilities to enables users to upload 
meaningful computer fil e in file sharing area. 
The system shall provide users the facil ities of sharing the 
meaningful and interesting computer file. 
Speci fic 
---r-
n) The system shall provide users the means of uploading a 
Rcqu1 remcnts. computer file in an ideal location. 
b) The user shall be able to view the computer files that 











- c) The user shall bt.: able to delete the computer file whict~ 
uploaded by him/her. 
d) The administrator shall be able to delete any computer 
file which deemed undesirable. 
Table 4.5 Photo Gallery Module for e-commurnity system 
4.2.5 Photo Gallery Module 
Description This module provides the facilities to enables users to upload 
images or photos to photo album. 
General -The system shall provide users the facilities of sharing the 
Requirement:' images or photos. 
Specific 
-----
a) The user shall be able to upload images or photos to 
Requirements share with others. 
b) The user shall be able to view a Ill the images or photos 
that uploaded by others. 
c) The user shall be able to delete· the images or photos 
which uploaded by him/her. 
d) The administrator shall be able to delete any images or 










Table 4.6 Announcement Module for e-community system 
~ 
4.2.6 A nnouncement Module 
Description This module provides the facilities to enable users to post and 
view announcements. 
General The user shall be provided with faci lit ies to utilize the 





a) The administrator shall be able to post announcement in 
Requirement:s an announcement board. 
b) The user shall be able to view al I the announcements in 
the announcement board. 
c) The administrator shall be able to edi t the announcement. 
d) The administrator shall be able to delete any 
announcement which deemed undesirable. 
Table 4.7 Testimonial Module for e-community system 
4.2.7 Testimonial Module 
Description 
--.,.-------- --;-------::-------
This module serves the purpose of enabling users to share their 
experiences and understand about some-one, and tell everyone 
what they think of someone. 
General The user shall be provided with facilities to utilize the 









Specific a) The user shall be able write testimonia l about someone 
Requirement s and share it with everyone. 
b) The user shall be able to view all the testimonials of all 
the members. 
c) The user shall be able to delete any testimonial which 
deemed undesirable from their tes timonial area. 
Table 4.8 Member List Module for e-community system 
r---
4.2.8 Member List Module 
-Description This module serves the purpose of enabling users to view 
member list and get to know who has joined the group. 
General The user shall be provided with facilit ies to utilize the member 
Requirements list and view member profile at any time. 
Specific a) The user shall be able to view the member list and get to 
Requirements know who has joined the group. 
b) The user shall be able to view th1e member profi le of all 
the members. 










Table 4.9 Invite Friend Module fore-community systcrn 






This module serves the purpose or enabling users to invi te their 
friend to join e-community. 
The user shall be provided with faci lities to utilize invite friend 
module to e-mai l automated invitation to their friends. 
a) The user shall be able to invite their friend to join e-
community by send automated invitation. 
b) The system shall provide a notification about new comer. 
c) The administrator shall ban any wnwclcome members. 
4.3 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-Functional requirements are not directly concerned with the speci fic functions of 
the system. T hey defined as constraints on the services or functions offered by the 
system such as timing constraints, constraints on the development process and so on. In 
the other words, non-functional requirements define the system properties and 
constraints such as reliability, response time and storage requirements. Non-functional 
rcqui rcmcnts arc important to system development because failure to meet it may make 
the whol t.: system unstable. Below is a description of the non-functional requirements 










1. User friendliness 
The system should be able to build a llow of naviga tion that helps users in 
11aviga1t ing to related Uniform Resource Locator (U RL) with little efforts through 
hyper! inks and procedure steps. User interfaces should be user friendly to 
enhance the interaction between the users and he system. 
ii. F lex ib ility 
The system should have the capability to take advantag1~ of new technology and 
resources. The system should able be implement in the changing environment. 
iii. ltcsponse t ime 
In order to provide an efficient e-community system, it should provide a fast 
response times to users. Thus, the processing in the server is reduced by having 
some of the input validation done in the cl ient side iby using the cl ient side 
scripting language. 
1v. Reliabi lity 
Reliab·ility is referred to the expectation of a system to perform its intended 
function accurately. A reliable system should be cons istent while functioning. 
Thus. the system should be reliable in performing its functions and operations. 
" · Usability 
The system should be developed in such a way that it is easy to use. It will 










Interfaces must be self-explanatory and consistent with other application by 
designing u user-friendly interface. 
vi. Security 
The security feat ures prevent unauthorized access, alteration or destruction into 
the system. Each access by user should be authenticated by the system. Valid 
usernamc and password needed to ensure confidentially and security of user' s 
data. The authorize users shall be allowed to change their password anytime. 
vii. Modularity 
Modul arity is a key factor in producing a good program. The system is broken 
into sections or modules so that functions of objects could be distinct from one 
another. This characteri stic eases the testing and mai ntcnance. In the system 
design., modularity of program sections is applied from the very beginning 
because this will lead to easy modification and enhancements in the future. 
vi ii. Robustness 
Robustness is referring to the abi li ty of the c-community system to continue 
operation in spite of unexpected problems. For instance, system is able to process 












4.4 oftware Requirements 
4.4.1 Scrvc1r-sidc Environment 
Either one of below with IIS server and MS SQL 2000: 
a) Microsoft Windows XP Professional Server family 
b) Microsoft Windows .NET 2003 Server family 
c) Microsoft Windows NT Workstation v4.0 
d) Microsoft Windows NT Server Operating System v4.0; Service Pack 6a or 
higher 
c) Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
f) Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
4.4.2 C lient-side Environment 
a) Any operating system 
b) Microsoft Internet Explorer 
c) Netscape Navigator 
d) Or any other equivalent third party web browsers. 
4.5 Hardwa re Requirements 
4.S. I Ser ver-side Enviro nment 
a) Pentium Ill and above 









c) I Ethernet NIC Connection 
4.5.2 C lient-s ide Environment: 
a) Pentium II 233 I lz (intcl processors) 
b) 32 MB RAM 
c) 36.6 kbps connection to Internet 
4.6 C hosen Tools and Technology 
4.6.1 C hosen Applic~•tion Phttform 
Windows XP 
Windows XP has been choscn as proposed system platform, as it is the most suitable 
operating system that is able to support all the development tools that chosen to develop 
this project. Besides, Windows XP provide graphical user interface for user friendl iness 
whereby user just interacts with icons instead or typing command which is common in 
DOS and UN IX based operating system. 
The reasons '' hy Windows XP has been chosen (Goh, W.0 , 2003): 
a) It improves management or administration. Features such as system restore and 
remote assistance has the potential to signi ficantly reduce administrative costs by 
eliminating the need for costly desktop support viisits or manual system 
restoration. In addition, Windows XP includes a series or new group policy 









b) It has compatibility or usability Features. Users or administrators can specify an 
application to run in any Windows's mode, depending upon which environment 
is most suitable for the application. Another interesting feature that promises to 
improve the usability of Windows XP is the remote desktop fea ture. 
c) It imprnves deployment. The User State Migration Tool is now a fu lly supported 
ut ility. This tool enables administrators to migrate usc:rs' data and application 
settings from their existing desktops to their new Windm.vs XP desktops. 
d) Native Support for .Net r ramework. Windows XP wi II be the fi rst cl ient OS 
from Microsoft that will contain basic native support for the .Net framework. 
4.6.2 Chosen \Vcb Server 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (llS) 
Mieroson Internet Information Server (TIS) has been chosen as the system web-server, 
because it provides powerfu l security, administration and development funct ionality. It 
is also one of the best web servers on the market and it is a high-end enterprise-level 
server. 
The reasons why Microsoft Internet Information Server (llS) has been chosen (Goh, 
W.O, 2003): 
a) It is ca:~y to install and uninstall 
b) Accessible since all kinds of browsers can work with it. 










d) Provides capabilities for secure transactions with the SSI, (Secure Sockets Layer) 
support and for authentication. 
e) Windows-based Web authoring and development tools arc supported. 
f) lntcgr:ltion with existing industry-standard database and other ODBC-compliant 
databaises. 
4.6.2.1 Protecting llS 
The effective way to protecting HS is to install Operating System Upgrades and Patches. 
The best way to upgrade is by using Windows Update from the IE Tools menu. Be 
prepared for s.ome long downloads and to reboot often. The following arc sequence of 
upgrades (Novick Software, 2003): 
a) The lancst OS service Pack 
b) Critical Updates (Patches since the Service Pack) 
c) The la1lest version of browser. 
d) With IrS Updates, see the security bulletin MSO 1-044 and install the patches 
associated with OS. 
e) Outlook shouldn' t be on a llS server. 
f) Install the Resource Kit for OS. Some of it's tool will be used later when 










4.6.3 Chosen O}lhtbase Management System 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microson SQL Server 2000 works well with databases of any size. It contains all the 
user-friendly fea tures, works more efficiently and has the ability of handling hundreds of 
transactions simultaneously without affecting performance. 
The reasons why Microsoft SQL Server 2000 has been chosen (Goh, W.O, 2003): 
a) It has rich XM L support. It simplifies the integration of your back-end systems 
and da1ta transfer across firewalls using XML. Most viable solution to 
accommodate the vast storage requirements. 
b) It is high avai lable system. It can maximize the availability of your business 
applications with log shipping, online backups, and failover clusters. 
c) As its scalability, you are able to scale your applications up to 32 CPUs and 64 
gigabytes (GB) of RAM. SQL Server 2000 has demonstrated record-breaking 
performance that you can leverage. 
d) SQL Server 2000, in conjunction with other Microsoft Windows Server 
System TM integrated server software, provides even morie power for your e-
busincss, such as BizTalk Server and Commerce Server. 
c) It has simplified Database Administration. Automatic tuning and maintenance 










4.6.4 Chosen Progra mming Language 
ASP.NET 
With /\SP.NET the pages are compiled common language code executing on the server. 
This allows for advantages and forces some changes in the tradit ional /\SP programming. 
The reasons why /\SP.NET has been chosen (Goh, W.O, 2003): 
a) /\SP.NET enhanced performance as it is compiled common language runtime 
code running on the server. Unlike its interpreted predecessors, /\SP.NET can 
take advantage of early binding, just-in-time compilation, native optimization, 
and caching services right out of the box. This amounts to dramatically better 
performance before you ever write a line of code. 
b) It has world-class tool support. The ASP. NET framework is complemented by a 
rich toolbox and desib'ller in the Visual Studio integrated development 
environment. WYSIWYG editing, drag-and-drop server controls, and automatic 
deployment are just a few of the features this powerful tool provides. 
c) ASP.NET is based on the common language runtime, th1e power and flexibility of 
that entire platform is avai lable to Web application developers. The .NET 
Framework class library, Messaging, and Data A1cccss solutions are all 
seamless ly accessible from the Web. ASP.NET is also language-independent, so 
you cain choose the language that best applies to your application or partition 
your application across many languages. 
d) l\SP.N ET makes it easy to perform common tasks, from simple form submission 
and clil!nl authentication to deployment and si te configuration. For example, tht: 









separate application logic from presentation code and lo handle events in a 
simple, Visual Basic - like forms processing model. Additionally, the common 
language runtime simplifies development, wi th manag1.!d code services such as 
automatic reference counting and garbage collection. 
e) ASP.NET provides manageability system. ASP.NET employs a text-based, 
hierarchical configuration system, which simplifies aJPplying settings to your 
server environment and Web applications. Because configuration information is 
stored as plain text, new settings may be applied wi thout the aid of local 
administration tools. An ASP.NET Framework appl1icat ion is deployed to a 
server simply by copying the necessary lites to the server. No server restart is 
rcquin.!d, even to deploy or replace running compiled code. 
I) ASP.NET has been designed with scalabi lity in mind, with fea tures specifically 
tailored to improve perfonnance in clustered and multiprocessor environments. 
Further, processes are closely monitored and managed by the ASP.NET runtime, 
so that if one misbehaves (leaks, deadlocks), a new pro1cess can be created in its 
place, which helps keep your application constantly avai table to handle requests. 
g) Because it 's customizability and extensibility, ASP.NET delivers a well-factored 
architecture that allows developers to "plug-in" their codle at the appropriate level. 
In fact, it is possible to extend or replace any subcomponent of the ASP.NET 
runtim e with your own custom-written component. Implementing custom 









4.6.5 Chosen Development Tools 
Microsoft Vistrnl Studio.N l~T 2003 
The Microson Visual Studio.NET 2003 provides the programming model for building, 
deploying, and running Web-based applications, smart client applicat ions, and XML 
Web services .. The Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 delivers business val ue with 
faster time to market, improved systems nexibili ty, and reduced costs. 
The reasons why Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 has been c:hosen (Goh, W.O, 2003): 
a) It is Rapid Development for the server and data tiers. The Component Designer 
and Sc:rver Explorer work in concert to enable visual composition or middle-tier 
business logic components. Built-in /\DO.NET and Visual Database Tools 
provide Support for creation of professional data-driven software. 
b) It is Reliability and Security. Built on the proven foundation of the .NET 
Framework, Visual Studio .NET 2003 employs a fine-grained security policy for 
user-based, role-based, and code access security models. 
c) Unmatched support for XML Web Services. Improved Add Web Reference 
dia log box, the Web Services Development Kit (WSDK), and support for SOAP 
1.1 combine with the Web Service project template, built-in UDDI support, and 
intuitive designers lo provide unparalleled capabilities for building and 
consuming XML Web services. 
d) Mobile· Web Application Development. Wireless device support enables you to 
easily extend your new or existing Web applications to over 200 mobile devices. 
e) It 1s professional software for windows, the web, and devices. Visual Fom1s 










dynamic, broad-reach Web applications, and applications for a wide range of 
devices. 
-t.6.6 Chosen Data Access Technology 
ADO.NET 
ADO.NET is an expansion of AOL with some of the key concepts retained. It provides 
access to structured data from diverse sources, which are all accommodated in a 
consistent, standardized programming model. 
The reasons why ADO.NET has been chosen (Goh, W.O, 2003): 
a) ADO.NET performs much taster at the same tasks than its predecessor, ADO. 
b) ADO.NET includes a SQL Server Data Provider that is highly optimized for 
interac tion with SQL Server. 
c) Everything in ADO.NET at some point will boil down to the use of XML. 
d) The core ADO.NET class, the DataSet, operates in an entirely disconnected 
fashi orn. It is a remarkably efficient and scalable architecture. 
e) ADO.NET architecture is bui lt on a hierarchy of class iinheritance and interface 
implementat ion makes the entire system extremely easy to use and very 
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In th is chapter, system analysis has been done, that incl ude functional and non-
functional req uirements, also hardware and software requirements for e-community 
system. Besides, development tools and technology also has been finalized. The 
requirement specification and analysis phase give more precise description of the 
functionality on the system. System analysis is an important phase to ensure that the 
project meet the requirement and reduce the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of 


















A good syslcm design is needed lo successful projccl. Syslem design should nrnkc in 
order lo develop syslem wilh smoothly. Syslcm design is a plan to build a system 
that meets the requirements. It also aims to achieve the system's goals and objecti ve. 
This is a stage in the system development process where the requirements for the 
system arc translated into the system appl ica tion. 
5.2 Architecture Design 
System architecture is the structure of the components of a program or system. It 
describe. 1hc syslcm program according to a set of architecture units. It also 
describes how the units arc inler-related wi1h each olher. It is importanl for 
developing a success ful sys1em in order to come out wilh a high quality system. 
5.2.1 Three Tier Client/Server Archi tecture 
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The first tier is client tier which is the web browser that runs on the user computer. 
The browser l ike Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator arc the application in the 
client tiers. 11 is used to display the user interface of the system 10 the user. 
Middle tier is web server of thee-community system. The web server for the system 
is Internet ln fom1ation Server that provide functional module to process data. It 
processes tlhe users request from the client tier and then returns the result to the user. 
The third tier is the database server which is responsible for data storage. Database 
server is lo1catcd 0 11 a different system fro 111 web server, this is because the data oflcn 
used by more than one application or process. 
5.3 Network ctup Design 
Network s~:tup design is necessary for successful system development. For the 
network setup design, some statements need to be taken into consideration: 
a) The ability of the network setup to suit to the overall environment 
arch itccture that is going to be used. 
b) The availabil ity of hardware resource and current network layout. The 
capa1bility of each available machine must be brought into consideration; it 
includes the machine's processing power, storage space and working memory. 
c) The available technologies that can be leveraged. All of the technologies 
must be considered while in designing. 
technologies arc very much in concern. 








d) Time and effort for design implementation. /\mount of time and effort 
required implement the network layout also must be taken into consideration. 
5.3. 1 Firewall 
A firewall is comrnonly used as a baffier between the secure corporate intranet, or 
other internal networks, and the Internet. (Lee, S.P, Mohan1111ad, Z.R, 2002). The 
purpose of a firewall is to keep ·'bad" things outside a protected environment. To 
accomplish that , firewalls implement a security pol icy that is specifically desit,rned to 
address what bad things might happen. (POeeger, Shari, L, 2003 ). A firewall used in 
proposed c-community system ns n barrier between datnbasc and server to provide 
reasonable protection to all of the data. 
The network layout of e-comnnmity system is described in the figure below: 
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5..t Process Design 
SA.I Unified Modeling L4"rnguage (UM L) 
The UML has been designed to help the participants in software development to built 
model. It also enable participants to visualize the system. UML is a simply another 
graphical representation of common semantic model. It provides a comprehensive 
notation to cover new aspects of system development. (Goh, W.O, 2003). 
UML defines nine different types of diagram: class diagrams, sequence diagrams, 
collaboration diagrams, object diagrams, statechart diaf,>Tams, activity diagram s, use 
case diagrams, component diagrams and deployment diagrams. 
SA. I. I Use ('ase Actor 
A use case is a sequence of actions that an actor per fonns within a system to archive 
a particular goals (Kendall, 200 I ). A use case is represented by an ellipse. An actor 
represents a role that user can play wi th regard to a system. An Actor also represents 
an entity , such as another system or database which needs to interact with the system 
for infonn exchange purpose. An actor is represented by a stick man figure. The 
figure below show an example of an actor ca lled administrator interacting with use 
case called login. 
Login 
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S..t.1.2 Actor LisCing 
Actor is a person that interacts with a system, so all actors should identify first. The 
following table shows the actors of e-comrnunity system. 
Table 5.1 Actors in the e-community system 
Actor Description 
Administrator Administrator is a person who can manage all the content in 
thee-community system. 
Member Member is a person who can just do certain task in e-
community system. 
-------
V isitor Visitor is a person who arc not yet register to become a 
member. 
5..t.2 Structure Chart of £-community System 
A system is structured into a number of principal subsystems where a subsystem is 
an independent unit. Stmcture chart is used to depict high level extraction of the 
specified system. The usage of structured chart is to describe the interaction between 
independent subsystems. Figure below shows the 9 important modules in e-
community system. 
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5.4.3 Use Case Diagram 
!\. use case diagram is a graph of actors, a set of use cases enclosed by a system 
boundary. Communication associations conducted between the actors and the use 
cases. Figure below shows thee-community system use case diagram. 
E-community System 
v .. tor 










5.4A Sequence Diagram 
In UML, sequence diagram is an interaction diagram with focuses on the time 
ordering of the messages that go back and forth between objects. Sequence diagram 
is used to describe the behavior of a system by viewing the interaction between the 
system and its environment. 
i. Sign up Sequence Diagram 
f igure below shows the sign up sequence diagram when someone wishes to 
sign up to j oin the e-co111muni1y system. User has lo fill in the in formation 
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ii. Login Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the login sequence diagram when a user wishes to login 
to thee-community system. The user has to enter usemame and password for 
val idation before they can enter to join thee-community. 
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iii. Join Forum Sc<1ucncc Diagram 
Figure below shows the j oin forum sequence diagram when a user wishes to 
I 
I 
j oin a forum. User has to select the particular before start a forum. 
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iv. Post Messa~e Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the post message sequence diagram when a user wishes 
to post message to the message board . 
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v. Send Mail Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the send mail sequence diagralll when a user wishes to 
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vi. Upload File Sequence Diagram 
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vii. Upload Photo Sequence Diagram. 
Figure below shows the upload photo sequence diagra111 when a user wishes 
to share photo with other members. 
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viii. Create Announcement Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the crea te announce111ent sequence diagram when an 
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ix. Create Testimonials Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the create testimonials sequence diagram when a user 
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x. View Member Lis t Sequence Diagram 
Figure below shows the view member list sequence diagram when a user 






























xi. Invite Friend Sequence Diagram 






































Figure 5. 16 Invite Friend Sequence Diagram 
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5.5 Data base Design 
Database is de lined as a collection of data stored in particular fonnat in a computer. 
Many users can share the data for a variety of application. The objecti ve of the 
database is maintaining data that are accurate and future applications will be read ily 
available. Users arc enables to construct their personal view of the data without 
concern for the way the data is physically stored. 
E-community system uses the relational databases model in its database 
i111ple111c11 tatio11 . The puq>0sc is ensuring the data to be stored in a way that 
minimize duplica ted data. It al so eliminates certain type of processing error that can 
occur when data is stored in other ways. 
5.5.1 Entity-Rela tionship (ER) Diagram 
An Entity-Relationship Diagram is used to model the logical aspect of the system. 
The E-R Diagram shows all the entities and the relationship among them. Each 
entity has attributes. A11 att1ibute is a data item belonging to ent ity. An association 
between the two entities is called the relationship between 2 entities. A relationship 
can be one of the three types. namely one-to-one ( I: I), one-to-many ( I :M) and 
many-to-many (N:M). Figures below show the symbol of E-R Diagram and an E-R 
Diagram of e-co111111unity system. 
[ 
entity relationship 
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Figure 5. 18 Ent ity-Relationship Diagram of E-community System 
5.5.2 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is a storehouse of data. The data dictionary contains data defining 
other data. The data dictiona1y of E-community system is as specified below in 
several tables. Each table will keep data of different records. The asterisk (*) 
symbol indicate the primacy key for table. 
1. Forum 
Table 5.2 Data Dictionmy of Fornm 
Field Name Size Description 
• fonim lD int 4 lD of forum 










f oru111 Dcsc varchar 3000 Descript ion of Forum 
I 
foru111Sta rtcd varchar 50 Person who start Fo111m 
,._ 
forum Date varchar 50 Date of start Forum 
,__ I 
forum Reply varchar I 50 Reply number of Forum 
I 
11. Message Board 
Table 5 .3 Data Dictionary of Message Board 
Field Name Ty(JC Size Description 
*msglD i Ill 4 ID of message board 
msgC011t e11t varchar 300 Content of message 
' 
msgCrcator varchar I 50 Creator of message 
msgDatc varchar 50 Message posted date 
iii. Mail Box 
Table 5.4 Data Dictionary of Mail Box 
Field Name Tyr>e Size Description 
*maillD int 4 ID of mail 
--
mail Sender varchar 50 Sender of mail 
mail Receiver varchar 50 Receiver of mail 
-mailTitlc varchar 50 Title of mail 
mailDcsc varchar 5000 Mail content 









iv. Fi le Sharing 
T<1b lc 5.5 Dat<1 Dic1io1rn1y of File Sharing 
Field Name Type Size Description 
* filelD int 4 ID of file 
FilcSharing binary 16 file 
file Name varchar 100 Name of file 
fi leBy varchar 50 Person who upload file 
fileSizc varclrnr 50 Size of file 
fileDale varchar 50 Upload file date 
j so ---filcTypc varchar Type of file 
- - -
v. Photo Gallery 
Table 5.6 Data Dicrionary of Photo Gallery 
Field Name Type I Si7.e Descri ption 
*photo ID int 14 ID of album 
photo image 16 Photo 
I 
photo Type varchar I 50 Type of photo 
photoDe c varchar ' 100 
-Description of photo 
._ 
photoSize int 4 Size of photo 
photo By varchar 50 Person who upload photo 










\I i. Testimonia l 
Table 5.7 Data Dictionary ol'Tes1i111011ials 
-- --
field Name Type Size 
1 
Description 
*teslD int 4 ID of testimonial 
I -
resDcsc varchar 5000 1 Description of testimonial 
tesC'rca tor varchar 
-
50 I Creator of testimonial 
tesTo varchar 50 Receiptor of testimonial 
I 
\Iii. Member List 
Table 5.8 Data Dictiona ry of Member List 
-- I Size --Field Name Type Description 
-*uscrl D i Ill 4 ID of user 
jso - -- -- --- --uscrFirstn varchar First name of user 
- I 50 userLastn vt1rchar Last name of user 
userUsemamc varchar so Login usemame 
userPwd varchar 150 Login password 
userC'Pwd varchar Login confinn password so 
--
userEmail varchar 50 User's email address 
-user Type varchar 50 User Type 
1 soo - -- -u erSecQue varchar User Security Question 
uscrSccAns varchar 500 User Security Answer 
uscrDatc varchar 150 User joined date 
--11scr{1c11dcr varchar 50 User gender 











Table 5.9 Data Dictionary of Announccrncnt 
- - -Field Name Type Size Description 
*annlD int 4 ID of announcement 
annTitle varchar 50 -Tit le of announcement 
annDesc varchar 3000 Announcement description 
annDate varchar 50 Announcement date 
annCreator Varchar 50 Creator of announcement 
ix. Community Name 
Table 5. 10 Data Dictionary of Community Name 
-
Field Na me Type Size Descrir>tion 
*com ID int 4 ID of invitation 
- --- --com Name varchar 100 Community name 
5.6 User Interface Design 
The la t part should consider into system design is user interface design. User 
interface allows users to access the system in an easy way. It should be intebrrating 
into the overall ystcm design in order to make the system more attractive. 
C'o11sis1c11cy is important for a good interface design to make the high quality system. 
Such as consistent format for command input, data display, menu selection, colors. 
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Figure 5. 19 Interface of ICS 
5.7 Chapter Summary 
Termi of St!:fK! 
System design should not be ignore when developing the system. System design 1s 
an important phase as it is a key to successful sofiware project. There are five stages 
in the system design process which are architecture design, network design, process 
design, database design and user interface design. These designs in the project 
development will translate all the requirements into system application and gives a 


















The subsequent phase following the system design stage in the system development 
lifo cycle is system implementation. Even though careful planning during the system 
design phase wi ll bring easier implementation of the system, this phase should still 
be can-ied out cautiously. 
System implementation is the construction phase which the phase integrates the 
designed modules or functions to develop a system based 011 the given requirements. 
System irnple111entatio11 includes building and testing its contained modules and sub 
modules which design into program codes. 111 order to achieve that , appropriate tools 
and languages arc needed to code the programs. 
In this chapter, a thorough description will be given 0 11 the entire implementation 
process and the approaches used to implement the system. 
6.2 Development Environment 
Development environment consists of hardware and software configurations which 
arc important factors in development of system because it may have effect on the 
speed and effectiveness of the system's implementation. The hardware and software 










Table 6.1 I lard ware Configuration 
Category Description 
Processor Intel Pentium 4 CPU 1.70GI lz 
Motherboard ACPI Uni processor PC 
I lard Disk Size 40GB 
-
RAM Size 256MB 
--
CD-ROM Drive 52x CD-ROM Drive 




Operating System Windows Server 2000 
-
Development Tools Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Web Server Microsoft Internet Information Services 
Database SQL Server 2000 Database Server 
Special Requirements Microsoft .NET Framework I. I 
6.3 Coding Methodology 
Basically, there are two types of methodology use to develop a system, one of 
them is Top-down Approach, and the other one is Bottom-up Approach. 
i. Top-down Coding Methodology 
Top-down Coding refers to a style of programming where an application is 
con tructcd starting wi th a high-level modules to be coded first before the 
lower-level modules. This approach will ensure that most of the important 










ii. Bottom-up Coding Methodology 
l301to111-11p Coding relCrs to a sty le or programming where an application is 
constructed stan ing from lower-level or with existing primi tives of the 
programming language, and constructing gradually more and more to high-
level until all of the application has been written. 
111. Chosen Coding Methodology 
for this proposed system, coding is done with the Bottom-up Coding 
Methodology. The advantages of this approach are testing can be carried out 
when certain function has been done, and critical functions can be coded first 
to test their efficiency. 
6A Coding Implementation 
Before start coding process, some important rules should be detem1ined 
which described in the following sections. 
6A.1 Coding Convention 
Coding Convention is important to detennine the intelligibili ty of a program. 
Several programming convent ions have been employed in the coding process 
in order to ensure system consistency, mainta inabil ity and readabil ity. Below 










a) Use mea11 i11gfi1I variable names, co11s1an1 names, procedures names and 
paramclcr variable 11a111cs 10 sci f document a program withoul cxcessi vc use 
of COllllllentS. 
b) Plan 1hc layout or the program source code to improve its readability. Each 
sentence is start ed 011 a new line; statements following control structures are 
indented. These may help reduce the lime needed to understand lhe program 
flow when 01hcr programmers refer the code. 
c) All variables arc declared al the beginning of procedures and declara1io11s are 
separa ted from executables statemcnls wilh a blank line to improve program 
readabi lity. 
d) Insert com111cnls lo documcnl 1hc program and improve program 
11ndcrs1andability. 
6A.2 Classifications of Program Code 
Basically, program code is divided into a few sections for this system: 
1. Database Operations 
This includes insert data to da1abase, rc1ricve data from database and basic 
data operations such as creating, updating and deleting records. 
ii. Initia lization of ASP.NET server controls 
Server Controls need to be initialized with attributes such as color, border, 










6 . ..i.2.J Database Operation 
1. lm1>0rting the required Class 
This system util ized the ADO.NET data access technology for all operations 
related to database. Therefore the following statement is using: 
Import s Sys l cm.Da La. SqlCJi enL 
ii. Connecting to the Database 
The database connection string is stored in the Web.Con fig file. 
11dd I , ' "( <>llll l't' l i 0 11'-l I r ing " \ 1 11 "s1• n 1• 1 I oc <1 I hos l ; 
datnh<tS<' dhl l''l : uid s <1: pwd s;1;"/ 
Therefore, any reference to the connection string as the following statement: 
Dim myConnec Li on As \L•v. Sq l Conncc l i on 
(Con f i gu ra Li on Sc t lings. AppScL Lings ("Conn cc Li onS Lr i ng")) 
myConncc Li on. Open () 
myConncc t i on. CI osc () 
Connection string is stored in Web.Con fig file in order to ensures that any future 
changes to the database connection will only need to make changes in 
\Vcb.Config file but not in all different modules. 
111 . Database O peration 
ADO.NET components including Data Set, Data Adapter, Data Table, Data 
View, Data Column and Data Row. A standard databaseoperation can util ize 










populating a DataGrid with data from the database using DataSct and 
SqlDataAdaptcr. 
!Jim d11 J\s \l'11 Sqll>at ai\daptc r("sc l cc t * f'rom t hJ\nnounccmt•nt o rd t• r 
by <1nnlD dcsc", myConn cct i on) 
Di m ds J\s \cw DataSc t 
da. Fi 11 (ds, ,, t hJ\nnounc cmcn t " ) 
dgdJ\nnounccmcn t. Da taSourcc = 
ds . Tah I cs(" thJ\nnounccmcn t ") . De f'mil t Vi cw 
dgdJ\nnounccmcn t. l>a ta l3 ind() 
Below is a basic operat ion with retrieve data from the database using 
Sq I Data Reader. 
I> i 111 myCommand J\ s \l'w Sq I Command ("SELECT * FIH>\1 tbJ\nnounccmen t , 
myConncc t i on) 
Di m cJr As SqlDatal?cacJc r 
rnyConncc t i on. Open() 
d r = myCommand. Exccu t cHcadc r (ComnmndBehav i or. Cl oscConncc ti on) 
dr. Head () 
txLTill c .Tcxt = dr. Gc tVa luc( I ) 
txlDcsc. Tcx l = dr. GctVa luc(2) 
dr. Close () 
6..t.2.2 Initialization of ASP.NET Server Controls 
Server Cont rols arc declared similarly to the HTML Controls. The difference 
or them is Server Controls contain more powerful features. Below is an 
e\amplc of the init ialization of a ASP.NET Server Control called DataGrid 









· asp:dCltagrid id "dgd/\ 1111ounccrncnt" runat "server" GridLincs="Vcrtical" 
CcllPadding "4" BordcrWidth " lpx" 
BorderSty le="Nonc" BordcrColo1- "llDEDFDE" 13ackColor "White" 
I lcight "88px" Width "737px" A11toGeneratcColu11111s- "Falsc" 
/\ llowPaging "True" 0 11PagelndexChanged- "doPaging" PageSize- "5" style "Z-
INDEX: 104; LEFT: 216px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 248px" 
ForeColor="Black" CssClass="cssDgd"> 
<SelectedltemStyle Font-Bold="True" ForeColor="White" 
BackCol 01= "#C ES D 5A"></Selected1 tem Style> 
<AltematingltemStyle BackColor="White"></AltematingltcmStylc> 
<ltemStyle BackColor="#F7F7DE"></ltemStyle> 
..... I leaderStyle Font-Bold- "True" ForeColor="Whitc" 
BackCol or="#6 8696 B "></H eaderStyle> 
<FooterStyle BackColor="#CCCC99"></FooterStyle> 
..... Columns> 
..... asp:BoundColurnn Visible "False" DataField="annlD" 
I leadcrText="annlD"></asp:BoundColumn '> 
.... asp: Bo1111dCoh111111 DataField- "annTitle" 
I leaderText "Title"-></asp:l3oundColu111n • 
< asp: I3ou11dColt111111 DataField="a1111Desc" 
I leaderText- "Dctail s" '· /asp:Bo11ndCoh111111 .... 
• asp:BoundCoh1111n DataFicld "annDate" I leaderText "Posted 
Date""' /asp:I3oundColumn> 
</Columns> 
<PagerStyle Horizonta IAI ign- " Right" F oreC olor= "Black" 
13ackColor="#r 7r7DE" Mode="NumericPagcs"></PagerStyle ..... 
</asp:datagiid> 
6.5 Coding Principle 
There are several principles were applied during the development of this 
ystcm to ensure good quality and the proper stnicture in the code generation 
(Parkavi, K. 2003). 
i . Readabili ty 
Readability is i111po1iant during the system-coding phase. Codes should be 
easy to read and understandable because it is very important when it come 10 









meaningful va1iable names and statement labels will also be helpful 111 
reading and understand ing the code. 
ii. Rcusa l>ili ty 
Reuse has been the most focusing principle during the coding phase for the 
system. Reuse can improve product quality throughout the so ftware 
development process. Productivity can be increased not only by reducing 
testing and documentation times. 
111. lfobustncss 
Robustness refers to the quality that causes a system to be able to handle 
unexpected error and echo bad. with proper responses. Error handling 
should be done 10 increase the robustness of the system. Appropriate errors 
message were displayed response to user's input. 
6.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses the System Implementation of the proposed system. It 
is no less important compared to the other stages in the sofiware development 
life cycle. System implementation involves the translation of the software 
representation produced by the design phase into a computer-readable fonn. 
An effecti ve system coding sty le and coding approach has been used in order 




















System testing is an important phase during the system development life cycle. The 
purpose of system testing is lo evaluate the effecti veness of a system in executing its 
functions. System testing includes testing of perfonnance, security, configuration 
sensitivity, startup and recove1y from failure modes (Goh, W.O, 2003). System 
testing also involved the process of validation which to ensure the quality of the 
system and has meet the speci fie requirement. 
In order to ensure the reliability of the system, errors and bugs should be removed to 
make sure that the finished product will meet the requirement. The functionality, 
specification, design and program will be reevaluated to ensure that the system is 
erTor free through out the testing process. 
Generally, the purposes of system testing are as follow (Parka vi, K, 2003): 
,_ To detect and verify errors and bugs that exists during the implementation 
phase 
, To make sure that the application can be operated smoothly. 










7.2 Objectives of System Testing 
Before implement the testing process, the testing objective must decided. The 
objectives of the testing process have been determined as below (Goh, W.0 , 2003): 
i. Software Reliability 
Making sure that the system performs critical tasks or core functions as pre-
determined in the system design phase. Furthennore, specific user requests 
and business rules must be fulfilled. 
11. Software Quality 
Software quality is characteri zed by the correctness of progra111 logic and 
implementation. It begins with testing the sonware during development. 
Each module 111ust be tested to make sure that is functions correctly at the 
time it is written or modified. Test values and boundary conditions must both 
be verified. Next, the module should undergo interface testing to check for 
functional errors. 
111. System Assurance 
The main purpose of system assurance is to deliver a quality product. 











iv. 0 1>timum Performance a nd Capacity Utiliza tion 
Another purpose or testing is to ensure optimum performance and capacity 
utilization of system components. The purpose of stress or capacity 
testing/planning is to 111ake sure that the system is able to perfom1 acceptably 
at peak usage. 
7.3 Testing Process 
Generally, there arc three types oftest that can be carried out (Parkavi, K , 2003): 
1. Unit Testing 
11. Module Testing 
111. lntcgrntion Testing 
7.3. l Unit Testing 
The puq)ose of unit testing is to identify every component in the module that are 
functional and countercheck the output produced. During testing, the data that is not 
support to be input are entered in order to examine the system's capabi lity to handle 
error. A ll the input are updated according to the current system requirement and are 
make sure to entered into the con-ect data area 
7.3.2 Module Testing 
System module is the combinat ion of a few functional units. Tests can be carried out 
0 11 every module that is defined in the design phase. The main purpose of the test is 
to verify the correctness of the nows o f events. Therefore, with the system 









also he carried out once a n1odulc has been completed. Each and every one of the 
modules is tested to ensure it can execute the fl111ctional as expected. These tests arc 
for the detection of any erTor in data entry, output produced and the effecti veness of 
the program. Lastly, these tests are for reducing the error when the entire module arc 
combined and run together. 
7.3.3 Integration Tests 
In this phase, the test is conducted on the interface of two interactive components in 
a single unit. This involves the examination process of two interface components in 
the system and it continue until the entire system is developed. In genera l, integration 
testing is cany ing out to ensure the interface between modules can function properly. 
The following arc the approach for integration testing (Parkavi, K, 2003): 
1. To1>-Down A1>proach 
In this approach, the main module that controls other modules will be tested 
first. The rest of the modules are the combined and tested as a single unit. 
A ll components arc combined and tested as a large unit. This approach is 
reapplied until all components are incorporated. 
11. Bottom-Up A1>proach 
In thi approach, the lower level modules such as routines that are frequently 
cn llcd by other modules wi ll be tested individually. Subsequently, the next 
modules that wi ll be tested are those modules that have called the tested 
n1odules. This approach is followed repeatedly until all component · are 









111. Object Oriented Testing 
When testing object classes, all of the operations associated with a class, 
ass ign and evaluate all object allributes and test the object in all possible 
states should be designed tested. The testing levels for Object Oriented 
Testing are: 
a. Testing operations associated with objects 
b. Testing object classes 
c. Testing clusters of cooperation objects 
d. Testing the complete Object Oriented system 
7A Integration Test Case 
The system modules were tested to detect the system error and mistake. 
Comprehensive analyses on the test result have been conducted in making sure that 
the system has fulfilled the specification as required and completely with bug free. 









Table 7. I General Test Case 
7.4. 1 General 
Test Description Expected Output Actual Output 
Login with valid Successfully Login. I Iomc page of As Expected 
username and password system displayed. 
>-
Login with in valid Error Message appeared. Require to As Expected 
usemame and password login again. 
Save, Post or Send Required Field Validator Message As Expected 
Button without enter appeared. Data not insert to Database 
Data 
Forgot Password Link l ~ ntcr Emai l Address and answer As Expected 
Security Question. Crea te New 
I 
, Password. New Password is inserted 
into Database. 
Delete Button Confinn Delete Message appeared As Expected 
before records deleted from Database. 
Reset Button All Data in textbox clear. As Expected 
t-. lember List Button Member List of on line community As Expected 
displayed. 
Email Address link Microsoft Office Outlook appeared with As Expected 
selected Email Address. 
Contact Us Button Microsoft Office Outlook appeared with As Expected 
Administrator's Email Address. 












Table 7.2 Forum Test Case 
7.4 .2 Forum 




I A new record is inserted into the Database. A As Expected 
I New Discussion Subject is displayed. 
Subject Link - foiscussion content is displayed. As Expected 
Reply Discussion 1A new message is inserted into the Database. As Expected 
I New message is displayed. 





I Selected Discussion is deleted from Database~ As Expected 
J Selected reply message is deleted~1n,_ As Expected 
I Database. 
I 
Table 7.3 Message Board Test Case 
7.4.3 Message Board 
Test Description Expected Output Actual Output 
I 
Post l\ lcssagc i A new record is inserted into the Database. A As Expected 




Selected Message is edited and updated to As Expected 
I 
Database. Updated Message displayed on the 
I Message Board. 









Table 7.4 Announcement Test Case 
7.4.4 Announcement 
Test Description Expected Output Actual Output 
Add New A New Announcement is inserted into the As Expected 
Announcement Database. A New Announcement is 
displayed on Announcement page. Latest 
Announcement displayed on Home Page. 
Edit I Selected Announcement is edited and updated As Expected 
An nounccmcnt to Database. Updated Announcement is 
----- I displayed. 
Delete +-sciectecl Announcement 1s deleted from As Expected 
An nounccmcnt Database. 
Table 7.5 Photo Gallery Test Case 
-
7.4.5 Photo Gallery 
Test Description Expected Output Actual Output 
I 
Upload New 
1 A New Photo is inserted into the Database. A As Expected 
Photo__ _L cw Photo is displayed. 
Photo Name Link Selected Photo displayed As Expected 
t-










Table 7.6 File Sharing Test Case 
-
7.4.6 File Sharing 
Test Descri ption Expected Output Actual Output 
Upload New File A New Fi le is inserted into the Database. A 
-
/\s Expected 
New Fi le is displayed. 
I Selected File displayed File Name Link As Expected 
,_ 
I Selected File is deleted from Database. Delete File As Expected 
I 
Table 7.7 Testimonial Test Case 
~ -
7.4.7 Testimonial 
Test Description [ Expected Output Actual Output 
Write Testimonial I\ New Testimonial IS inserted into the /\s Expected 
10 a Friend Database. A New Testimonial is displayed. 
-Edit Testimonial Selected Testimonial is edited and updated to As Expected 
I Database. Updated TestimoniaJ is displayed. 
Delete Selected Testimonial IS deleted from As Expected 
I 
Testimonial I Database. 
Table 7.8 Mail Box Test Case 
7.4.8 Mail Box 
Test Description ' Expected Output Actual Output 
I 
Co111posc Mai l 10 1 A New Mail is inserted into the Database. A As Expected 
a Friend I New Mail is displayed when Receiver open 










t\ lail Title Link r The Mail content displayed. -- As Expected 
Reply Mail --1 The Mail content is inserted into the As Expected 
Database. The Mail is displayed when 
I . I . II . , Receiver open us 1er Mai Box. 
Delete Mail Selected Mai l is deleted from Database. As Expected 
Table 7.9 Invite Friend Test Case 
7.4 .9 Invite Friend 
Test Descr~ Expected Output Actual Output 
Invite friend by 
1 
An Invitation Message sent to friend by As Expected 
enter friend Email Server th rough SMTP. 
Address 
7.S Chapter Summary 
System Testing is an important phase in analyzing logical errors in the system and to 
tc t system ·s liabilities. System Testing should cany out by every developer to 
determine whether system is working correctly or not. Besides unit, integration, 
module and validation, there also other types of testing that could be t::arried out by 
anyone 10 detennine the effecti veness of the developed system and the acceptance 
level of the user. With the completion of the testing phase, basically the system is 
ready to be deployed. The next chapter ends this report by rounding up the system· s 


















J\t the end of the System Development Life Cycle, afier goes through the 
implementation and testing phase, the final phase of developing proposed system is 
the evaluation. System evaluation is a process where system developer evaluates the 
system afier the system has been fully developed. Best practices which have been 
applied must be remember and use it again in the future. However the less than 
perfect events that happened should also take note and must not repeat again the 
same mistake. 
System Evaluation gives the benefits for system developer by through experience 
that system developers can learn and enhance their skills. Throughout this chapter, 
the system wi ll be evaluated to revea l its strengths, limitations and possible future 
enhancements. Besides that , a brief explanation of the personal problems 
encountered during the development of the system will be described. 
8.2 System Strengths 
The following arc the strengths of proposed system: 
1. Reduced Interactions with the Database 
Interactions with the database are reduced by using the newly introduced 
fcntures of the ADO.NET data access technology. With the Data Set object 
where records <ire only retrieved once and Joaded into the Data Set object for 
subsequent data operations. The records in the Data Set object can be 










ii. Simple and User Friendly Interfaces 
The sys1c111 in1erfaces u cs son color as ils main color. The Graphica l User 
lnterfilccs (GU I) designs for this system arc user friendly so the users will 
familiar with thi s system in a very shorl time. Even a novice user will ha ve 
no problem navigating through the web application. 
ii i. Effective User Login a nd User Identi fication System 
User must login and be authenticated at the login page. When authentication 
succeeds at the login page, user wi l l have subsequent access to the rest of the 
applicalion. For example, an unauthenticated user tries to upload photo, it 
wi ll be redi rected to the login page. 
iv. Info rmation Messages 
lnfonnation message will be pop up when user attempt to perfonn illegal 
act ions such as entering invalid email address or never enter data in the 
required field . These messages are needed in order to make user friendly 
system. Even a novice user wi ll have no problem when using the system. 
' " Effective Forum Feature 
The system provides effective forum feature. From thi s feature, user may 
select the interested topic that he/she want to visit and discuss the forum with 









8.3 System Limitation 
13clow arc some limitalions of system due to lime constraint and limitation of skill. 
i. No Chat Room Provided 
User can not chatting in real-time. They are unable go through live-cha! in 
the system. They can only leave message and wait the other party to reply. 
11. Limited Size for File Sharing 
Users can upload word document, Power Point file and PDF file, however the 
si/.e of lilc must less than 4 MB. 
8.4 Future Enhancement 
There are some of the future enhancements suggested fore-community system: 
i. Chat Room 
The system should provide a chat room to allow any number of members to 
have a group discussion, meeting or chatting in real-time. The chat room is 
accessible to community members and does not require any sofiware 
download of installation. 
11. Calcmfars 
The system should provide an ideal location to store infonnation including 
meetings, reminders and project milestones. This fea ture keeps all of the 
111c111bers up lo date with meeting, gathering, activities, social events and 









111. Unlimited Storage of File Sharing 
The system should have the capabil ity to provide users the faci lities of 
uploading any size of file. 
1v. Journal 
The system should provide an ideal location to let user post their journal. It 
also allows user to browse j ournal from related site. 
8.5 Problems Encountered a nd Solutions 
During the dcvclopn1ent process o f the systelll , problems are definitely met. Due to 
the tilllc constraint , it is important to overcome problems as fast as possible. Below 
arc the problems encountered from the beginning of the proj ect through the end of 
the system development process: 
1. Difficulty in C hoosing Suitable Development Tools 
There are a lot of good and potential development tools available for system 
development. However, it is difficult to choose the suitable development 
tools because every tool has its own strengths and weakness which must 
define before choosing it. The suitable development tools can make the 
!>)'Stem run snioothly and have the optimal performance. In order to choose 
the suitable development tools, several methods have been done such as 
survey and analysis from internet, and also advise form lecturer and senior. 
Finally the M icroson V isual Studio.NET and M icroson SQL Server :woo 










11. Difficulty in Choosin~ the Suitable Programming Language 
The problem was encountered a fier deciding 0 11 the . NET technology. Visual 
Studio.NET provides a variety of programming languages; among them are 
/\S P.N l ~T, VB.NET, Cit .NET and .Ill . With limited knowledge on those 
programming language, the author was worried wi ll end up with choosing 
wrong language for proposed system. Therefore, advices and opinions from 
seniors and course mates are given to choose suitable language. 
111. Lack of knowledge in the Chosen Programming Language 
It is dillicult to use chosen programming language because the author did not 
have any experience before in chosen programming language: ASP.NET. 
There was no sufficient time to learn everything entirely from the beginning 
about the ASP.NET. Therefore the system was stali developing and 
ASP.NET was start learning at the same time. Due to lack of full 
understanding on the concept of the chosen programming language, many 
problems are encountered during the coding of the system. Finally the 
problems were so lve by searching solution from the internet, as well as the 
help from seniors and course mates. 
iv. Inadequa te Experience in Database Design 
Due to insunicient knowledge and experience m the chosen Database 
Management System, problems were encountered in creating a good database; 










8.6 Knowlcd~c and Ex1lcricnccd Gained 
Many valued knowledge and experience are gained during the whole period of the 
proj ect from the first phase until the last phase in development system. Through the 
development system, the knowledge of system implementation had been gained such 
as web-based programming techniques, database design, and web interface design. 
These knowledge and experience arc useful for future career life. Following are the 
knowledge and experienced that had been gained. 
i. Mastery of ASP.NET ;and l~ch1tcd Software 
/\fter finish developing proposed system, the knowledge of the ASP.NET 
was gained due to the proposed system is pure ASP.NET application. 
Besides, the knowledge of Microsoft SQL Server also gained because all the 
data manipulation in this system is deal ing with Microsoft SQL Server. SQL 
query statement is getting familiar after finish developing this system. 
Related software such as Macromedia Flash MX 2004 also has mastered due 
to the designs of interface are more on flash animation. 
11. Project Planning Skill 
The project planning ski ll can be obtained by developing this system. A 
schedule has planned in order to develop a system in smoothly where the 
development works are based on the time frame. A planned schedule consists 
of start and finish times for each phase. A good project planning can 










111. Scarchin~ Solution and Information from Internet 
lnlemet is full or i11for111atio11 and solutions regarding to the programming 
language that used in the proposed system. During the system development, 
the way to solve the proble111 was found by searching the solution from the 
internet. 
8.7 Chapter Summary 
The development of' the system is finally fini shed. The System Evaluation is the 
final slagc of the systc111 dcvelop111cnt Ii fo cycle. The proposed system integrates all 
its modules to provide a highly effecti ve onlinc community system. Even though is 
has some limitation, however the future enhancement wi ll make it a more efTecti ve, 
usable and capable on line com111unity system. The system is stable and provide user-
friendly interface. During the development of this system, a lot of use ful knowledge 
and experience have been gained. Knowledge on Development Tools, Database 
Management System, Prot:,>Tamming Language and Designing skill were improved. 




















E-co111 1111111ity is the gathering of people, in an 011line space where they come to 
co111111unicate, exchange pleasantries and argue exchange knowledge and information, 
share experience, make gossip and get to know each other better. Thee-community 
system site brings the people here and let anyone discuss anything in the discussion 
forum. It is also a place for everyone to organize events and strengthen group 
relationships. 
Throughout the system development, a lot of unvalued and useful knowledge have 
been gained. The technique on web-based programming, interface design, database 
manipulation and programming were learned. 
After months of hard word, the proposed system has been successfully developed. 
The system objective stated in the earlier chapter is achieved and attained. The 
system integrates all the module and sub module to fulfill the functional and non-
functional requirement. Unfortunately there arc some limitations in current version. 
However future enhancement will make the system more effect ive, usable and 
capable on line con11nunity system. 
I lope that this report will serve the purpose of sharing author's experiences to 
everyone. \\hich include a realistic idea of what is like to plan, analyze and design 













A. User Manual for Member 
1. Registration and Login 
I. I Register to become a registered user 
To register as a member, use should click "Sign up as a member" link (See figure 
below) and complete the form. 
Please lo!ln by enter your username and password: 
P.nsword 
•mra•ean• 
The fo llowing figure shows the register fonn. It includes require user's usemame, 
















H• nd Pho ne No 
Em ail A ddr ess 
f' irst Name 
Last Nam e 
O llale O Female 
Recalling Password Informatio n 
Sec urity Questio n 
Your Answer 
Register l;iJJ.!M 
1.2 Forgot Password 
If user forgot password, he/she may click .. Forgot your password" li11k i11 111ai11 page, 
enter email address and answer the Security Question. If answer is correct, user may 
create new password and using new password to login. Figure below show that user 
may create new password afier answering Security Question. 
Welcome, Alice 
Create Your Ne w Password 
Secunty Questio n 
Yo ur Answ er 
New Password 
Confirm New Password 
: alice@yahoo .com 










1.3 Login with uscrnamc and password 
A fier successfully registering, user may login with correct usemame and password at 
login page. If user enters inva lid username or password , error message will appear 
and required user tr) ' again. 
User Login 




2.1 I lomc Page 
A fter user success fu lly login, I lome Page wil l be displayed. User may see the latest 
Announcement at the Home Page. 
ICS Kttps you In touch. help you to share 











3. 1 .Join Discussion Forum 
Once user clicks "'forum" al Side Menu, user may sec a l ist of discussion forum. 
Herc user rnay see who start the discussion forum, Started Date and Reply Number. 
The Reply Number will increase while reply is posted however it wi ll decrease while 
the administrator delete posted reply. User may start a new discussion by click "New 








Feb 19 2005 4:04PM 
Feb 18 2005 3:58PM 
Feb 17 2005 6:7RPM 
Admin Feb ii 2005 10:34PM 
Admin Feb 4 2005 10:33PM 





f igure below show that user may see the detail about selected discussion forum; User 
















Posted on Feb 4 2005 10 34PM 
Rash course fee rm100 every month. 
A_ut!1or S1Jbject & Oes~rlption . . . 
Susan f lash course 
Posted on f tb 20 2005 3 02PM 
How long the duration for the flash course? 
4. Message Board 
4.1 Post Message 
Once user clicks "Message Board" at Side Menu, user may see the messages posted 
by other members. User may post their message by enter message in the text box 
and click "Post" button. 
Welcome, Alice 
Messa~e Board 
Everybody please come my house watch movie 
Le t's RO Kuala Selangor 
Customers serv ices? 
Bus or l rain?? 
The weather Is so ho t 
•m• 
EdltJDelete My Message 
114141 





Feb 16 2005 7 :52PM 
Feb 16 2005 7:44PM 
Jan 31 2005 10:43PM 










-t2 Edi t/Delete Message 
User may ed it or delete message by click the "Edit/Delete My Message" button (sec 
figure above). User can only edit or delete message which posted by him/her (sec 
figure below). User may ed it their message by click "Edit" link. User may delete 
their message by click the check box fo llow by click "Delete" button. 
Wekome , Alice 
Edit /Delete My Message 
0 
0 
5. 1 View Announcement 
5. Announcement 





J<:1n 28 2005 1 :39PM 
Jan 26 2005 11 : 32AM 
Jan 26 2005 12:00AM 
Jan 26 2005 12:00AM 
Allee Jan 12 2005 12:00AM 
User may view all the ann0tmcement here which posted by Administrator. 









Flnol Exom on 9/3/05. Please study hard .. 
JJ.eeting about the Promotion. 
Appointment with group 1 
Bryan's birthday on 19/02 
Po1t1d Dat1 
Feb 16 2005 
10: 15PM 
Feb 16 2005 
9:56PM 
Feb 16 2005 
9:52PM 
Jan 26 2005 
4:30PM 
CamNan Hli:Qlland Who are Interested to join Cameran Highland trlp please write Jan 26 2005 










6. Photo Gallery 
6.1 View Photo 
Once user clicks " Photo Gallery" at Side Menu, user may see the Photo Name posted 







Upload New P.hoto - 1 Delete My Photo 
Feb 27 2005 11 :52PM 
Feb 21 2005 11 :55PM 
reb 20 2005 3:1 IPM 
2/ 7/ 200 ':J 7:39:1 1 PM 





vu heng concert 
coursemate 
.... ~Go .. oij.. . 








6.2 Upload New Photo 
User may upload new pholo by click lhe "Upload New Photo" button. 17igure below 
will appear and user may browse the photo from any local ion of compuler. User may 
choose JPEG or GIF pholo to upload. User should e111er Photo Name follow by click 
··upload" button. 
Welcome, Alice 
Upload New Photo (JPEG, Glf) 
Ima&• to Upload Browse. 
6.3 Delete Photo 
User may delete their photo by click the " Delete My Photo" button. User can only 
delete photo which posted by him/her (see figure below). User may delete their 










M.ar 2 2005 11 :35PM 
Feb 21 2005 11 :55PM 
2/7/2005 12:00:00 AM 
2/7/2005 12:00:00 AM 










7. File Sha ri ng 
7. 1 View File 
Once user clicks "File Sharing" at Side Menu, user may see the File Name posted by 
other members. User may view the file by click the File Name link (see figure 
below). 
Welcome, Alice 








Mar 1 20054: 19PM 
Feb 71 2005 11 :54PM 
reb 20 2005 3:21PM 
Feb 20 2005 3:13PM 
Jon 28 2005 8:07PM 
Once user click the Fi le Name, the pop up window will appear asking you whether 
want Open Fi le, Save File, Cancel operation or get More Info about operation (see 
figure below). 
Welcome, Alice 




N File Oownlodd [BJ . 
•• ;am• . 
Jo~catlon 
Finance As~ 
Introduction to ASP .NET 
UML c .b.fil> t c r ! 
booUQ sell 
? J Some files can harm )IOI.I corrcUtll U the Re rlormallon below 
r' look• $U$poctOUS. or }'OU do not tiAy trust tho ;ource. do not open or 
;4ve lhot hie. 
Fis name: QCtrfe.doc 
Fis l)ipe Mocrosdt Word Docunent 
F1om loca~st 
WO!Ad )IOU like lo open the file or save~ lo l'OO' COIT'4lU\ei? 
I Open J O;e=J I Caal J I More lrio J 








7.2 Upload New File 
User may upload new pholo by click lhe "Upload New Pholo" but1011 . Figure below 
will appear and user may browse lhc pholo from any local ion of computer. User may 
choose eilher Microsoft Word, PDF or Power Poin l lo upload. User should enter 
Pho10 Name follow by cl ick "Upload" butlon (see figure below). 
Welcome, Alke 
Upload New file (Microsoft Word, PDF, Powe r Point) 
Fii~ to Upload Browse. 
Fil~ Nam~ 
••mm• 
7.3 Delete File 
User may delete 1heir file by click 1he " Delcie My File" button. User can only delete 
file which posted by him/her (see figure below). User may dele1e their file by click 
1he check box follow by click " Delete" button. 
Welcome, Alice 
Delete My file 
Post•d By Posted Date 
Alice 
Alice 
Mar 1 2005 4:1 9PM 











8.1 View T estimonial 
Once user clicks ''Testimonial" at Side Menu, user may see the Testimonial posted 
by other members. 
Welcome , Alice 
Testimonial Write Testimonial to a Friend EditJDelete 
- r .. ttmontal . . ,.. .. . . ~~ . . -Bryan good ft nice guy Vincent 
/\lice hdr dworkln~ girl Bryan 
Ali.-:<> We 1:1re good friend since prhnciry school. she is friendly. Susan 
Alice She Is a tAlkAtive girl. Lvery time meet her, she can talk many things to me. Simon 
Sfmon This Is expert guy, he know everything about sports. Susan 
I i 
Delete My Testimonial 
8.2 Write Testimonial 
User may send Testimonial to a fiiend by click the "Write Testimonial to a Friend" 
button. f igure below will appear and user may choose the friend's name from drop 
down list. User should enter Test imonial contains follow by click "Add" button. 
Welcome, Alice 
Write Testimonial to a Friend 










8.3 Edit or Delete Testimonial 
User may delc1e Testimonial by cl ick the " Edit/Delete" button. User can only ed it or 
delete 1csti111011ial which posted by him/her (sec figure below). User may delete 
testimonial by cl ick the check box follow by click " Delete" button. 
Welcome , Alke 
Edit/Delete Testimonial 
Testimonial · By 
when we are standrad 6, we always go shopping together. 
She is my best friend, and also a helpful friend . 
I don't know this guy so well, hope got chdnce to be closer. 
A nice guy, but atw1:1ys ask me to treat him dinner. 





User may delete undesirable testimonial which sent by their friends. User may delete 
undesired testimonial by click the check box follow by click " Delete" button. 
Welcome. Alke 
Delete My Testimonial 
Alice ardworking girl Bryan 
e are good friend since primary school. she Is friendly. Susan 







9. Mail Box 
9.1 Read Mail 
Once user clicks ·'Mail Box" at Side Menu, user may see their Mail Box. User may 










9.2 Reply Mail 
Feb 28 2005 12:10Af.A 
Feb 23 2005 9:4 1 PM 
reb 20 2005 9:0BPM 
reb 20 2005 9:01PM 
User may reply mail after read selected mail by click "Reply" button (see figure 
below). 
Welcome. Atice 
Sender : Vincent 
Oat• : Feb 28 2005 12:10Af.A 
Tltl• : vincent here 











IO. Invite Friend 
J 0. J Invite Friend 
User may invite friend to join e-community by enter email address for the friend 
fo llow by click "Send" button (see figure below). 
Welcome, Alice 
Ente r Email Address 
Enter email address for the friends you want to mv1te to JOm e-Commumty : 
Optional Personal Message : 
11. Member List 
l l.I Mcm ber List 
Member nrny sec who has joined e-community by cl ick "Member List" button. User 
may sec all members' usemame, hand phone number, gender, email address and 
joined date User may send email to other members simply by cl ick the email 










Members of ICS Edit My Profile Change My Password 
HP NO 
Al tee remale 
Arny f-emale 012·6625132 Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
Bryan Male 013-5621342 Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
Dant el Male 019·2664891 r eb 20 2005 1 :59PM 
JJd.y Mule 019 235441 2 Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
Simon Male 019-6642819 Feb 19 2005 11 :08AM 
Susan Female 017·3625253 Jan 28 2005 4 :42PM 
Vlnccnl Female 0 12·56 12444 Feb 27 2005 11 :45PM 
yy Female 017 ·6877895 Jan 28 2005 4 :42PM 
11 .2 Edit Profile 
User 1t1ay edit pro file by click "Edit My Profile" button. The following fonn will 
appear and allow user to change their profile. 1 lowever user may not change their 
usemame, email address as well as gender. 
Welcome, Alice 




Hand Phone No 
First Name 




Rec alling Password Info rmation 
Security Question My dog's name? 










11.3 Change Password 
User lllay change their password by click " Change Password" button. following 
figure appear and allow user enter new password and confinn new password. 
Welcome, Alice 
Change My Password 
New Password 
Confirm New Password 










U. User Manual for Administrator (Admin) 
User Manual for admin almost same as member, but that is more advance for admin 
if compare to member. 
l. Change Community Name 
I. I Change Community Name 
In ad min 's Home Page, admin may click "Change Community Name" link to change 
community name. 
ICS Keeps you In touch, help you to share 
lnform1tion, m1nage e vents ind even mike group 
dhcuulon. 
2. Forum 
2.1 Edit/Delete Forum 
• 
AfutOID\(fft\fllt 
F.W Eum on 9/3/0S Pl•~t< 
srudy hard 
t\d 111i11 may edit or delete fo rum include its posted reply. Admin may edit forum by 
click "Edit" link or delete forum by click the check box follow by click "Delete" 




















Feb 19 2005 4:04PM 3 
Feb 18 2005 3:58PM 
Feb 17 2005 6:28PM 
Feb 4 2005 10:34PM 
Feb 4 2005 10:33PM 
2 
3 
Admin may delete posted reply by click the check box follow by click " Delete" 
bu11011. The reply number of forum will decrease when admin delete posted reply 




Started by Subject a Description 
Admin Flash courst 
Reply: 
Posted on Feb 4 2005 10 34PM 
Flash course fee rm100 every month. 
Posted on Ftb 20 2005 3 02PM 










3. Message Board 
J. I Edit/Delete Message 
Adm in may edit or delete undesired message by click the "Edit/Delete My Message" 
button at Message Board Page. Admin can edit or delete undesired message which 
posted by every member unlike member can only delete message which posted by 
him/her. Admin may edit message by click ''Edit" link or delete undesired message 
by click the check box follow by click " Delete" button (see figure below). 
Welcome , Admin 
Edit/De lete My Message 
0 
0 l 's go Kuala Selangor 
u 
e weather is so hot 
4 . Announcement 
.i. t Add, Edit, Delete Announcement 
yy Feb 16 2005 7:52PM 
yy Feb 16 2005 7 :44PM 
yy Jan 31 2005 10:43PM 
yy Jan 31 2005 10:43PM 
1.fl 
Admin niay add new announcement by cl ick " Add New Announcement" button and 
edit/delete announcement by click "Edit/Delete Announcement" button. This two 










Welcome , Admin 
Announcement 
Final Exom 




1-inal Exom on 9/3/0'.> . Please study hard .. 
Meeting dbout the Promotion. 
Appoin tment with group 1 
Bryan's b lr thday on 19/02 
EditJOelete Announc1m11,• 
Feb 16 200'.> 
10:1 5PM 
Feb 16 7005 
9:56PM 
Feb 16 2005 
9:52PM 
Jan 26 2005 
4:30PM 
Cameron Highland Who are Interested to Join Cameran Highland trip please w r1 t e Jan 26 2005 
fr1p to Bryan: bryan@hotmall .com. 10: 11AM 
5. Photo Gallery 
5. 1 Delete Photo 
Admin may delete undesired photo by click the " Delete My Photo" button at Photo 
Gallery Page. Admin can delete undesired photo which posted by every member 
unlike member can only delete photo which posted by him/her. Admin may delete 
undesired photo by click the check box follow by click " Delete" but1on (see fi gure 
below). 
Welcome, Admin 
Delete My Photo 
Post~d By 
C1 Pulau "'d~ni:t Al tee Mar 2 2005 11 : 35PM 
0 7.or- T, , Vincent Feb 27 2005 11 :52PM 
lW• l'l Alice Feb 21 2005 11 :55PM 
~en l'rt Susan Feb 20 2005 3: 11 PM 










6. File Sharing 
6.1 Delete File 
Admin may dclcrc undesired file by cl ick the " Delete My Fi le" button at File Sharing 
Page. /\d111in can delete undesired file which posted by eve1y member unlike 
member can only delete file which posted by him/her. Admin may delete undesired 
photo by cl ick the check box follow by click "Delete'' button (see figure below). 
Welcome , Admln 
Delete My File 
7. Testimonial 
7.1 Edit/Delete Testimonial 
Po1t1d Datt 
/.Mr 1 200'> '1: I 9PM 
FLb 27 200:, 11.'.>'lPM 
Fe b 20 2005 3:21PM 
r eb 20 2005 3: 11PM 
Jan 28 2005 8:07PM 
Admin may edit or delete undesired testimonial by click the " Edit/Delete 
Testimonial" button at Testimonial Page. Admin can edit or delete tmdesired 
tc ·1 imonial which posted by cve1y member unlike member can onJy delete 
tcstimonial which posted by him/her. Admin may edit testimonial by click " Edit" 
l111k or dclctc undesired testimonial by cl ick the check box follow by click " Delete" 















We ..ire good friend since primary school. she Is fri endly. 
She is a talkative Qlr l. I:: very time meet her, she can talk many things to 
me. 
on This ts expert guy, he know everything about sports. 
8. Mem her List 






Admin may delete member by click the "Member List" bullon. Admin can delete 
member by click the check box follow by click "Delete" bullon (sec figure below). 
Welcome, Ad min 
Members of ICS Edit My Profile Change My Password 
HP NO Email Joined Date 
alice~yahoo. com Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
0 Amy Female 012-6625132 am::r:~yahoo.com Jan 28 2005 4 :42PM 
0 Bryan Male 013-5621342 ~hotmail .rom Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
0 Daniel Male 019-2664891 danleh:~:::r:ahoo.com Feb 20 2005 1 :59PM 
0 Jacky Male 0 19 235441 2 acky~hotm..iil .com Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
0 Simon Male 019-6642819 simomi.lyRh('lo .com Feb 19 2005 11 :08AM 
0 Susan remale 017-3625253 msan~yahoo .com Jan 28 2005 4:42PM 
1-emale 012-5612444 vincent(.\lwalla.com Feb 27 2005 11 :45PM 
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